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In the course of development of modern shipbuilding, requirements
imposed on the material used in their propellers are constantly growing
in severity. This is a result of the increase in power and number of
revolutions of the engines, increase in cruising speeds and in the
loads on the propellers, as well as from the effort to improve the
efficiency and durability of the propellers. The growth of navigation

& in the Arctic and the Antarctic regions, where propellers operate at
low temperatures and are subjected to impact and abrading loads also
influences the growing severity of requirements.

As a result, there is a growing number of cases where the more
common metallic materials used in propellers - carbon steels and special
brasses - no longer meet the requirements of designers and operators.
Carbon steel propellers have a very low resistance to corrosion and
erosion. Their service life often amounts to only 1.5 - 2.5 years.
Lospas resulting from rapid corrosive and erosive destruction of carbon
steel propellers amount to tens of millions of rubles per year.

Special brass due to its inadequate strength (d = 20-25 kg/mm2 )
is not suited for use in highly stressed propellers of modern vessels.
Under certain operating conditions brass deteriorates rapidly due to
de-zincing and corrosive disintegration. In a number of cases, pro-
pellers made of special brass have been destroyed due to their poor
resistance to corrosive fatigue. The currently gr.owing trend toward
substitution of bronze-aluminum in place of special trassca in some
cases also fails to satisfy fully the designers' requirements, due to
limitation in the strength of bronze-aluminum castings ( m-22-30 kg/mm2 )

Consequently, prospective materials for fabrication of propellers
of various classes and types are the stainless steels. Use of stainless
steels with a low nickel content furnishes a manifold increase in
service durability of propellers of the conventional class and saves
large amounts of rare colored metals in the production-of the highest
type propellers.

Fabrication of highly stressed propellers of the highest class
with the use of highly durable and high-strength dispersionally hardened
stainlesh steels leads to an improvement in service characteristics
(mechanical strength hydrodynamic properties, etc.) of propellers, due
to a 1.5-2 fold increase in strength. In addition, stainless steels,
compared to bronzes and brasses, have a much better resistance.to des-
truction due to erosion and cavitation and a higher resistance against
corrosive fatigue. Among the advantages of stainless steels should
also be listed their high resistance to corrosional cracking in sea.
water and their specific gravity, lower than that of brasses.
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The tonnage of stainless steel used in the fabrication of propellers

is growing annually. A substantial number of stainless steel propellers
have been put into service in ships and have demonstrated their durability
under operating conditions.

Technology of fabrication of stainless steel propellers is being per-

fected. New casting methods ar, ,_oming into lise, bringing about an invest-
ment in quality of cast blade surfaces. New molding materials used reduce
sand crust and obstructions in castings; allowances for machining are re-
duced through calculation (in design of casting appliances) of the casting
deformations of the blades, etc. Introduction of such improvements permits
even a greater increase in production of steel propellers through elimina-
tion to a large extent, of the difficulties associated with the technological
properties of stainless steels (lower fluidity in casting and more difficult
machining).

There is very little information in technical literature relative to
properties of stainless steels used in propellers or the technology of their
production. This hampers further penetration of this field by stainless
steels. This article makes the first attempt to assemble and systematize
the available information reladive to this subject.

L. A. Glickman, A. M. Weingarten, V. K. Kupriyanova, Y. E. Zabochcv,
K. P. Lebedev, L. A. Suprun, V. F. Shchegolev, E. N. Lieberman, E. K. Remizova,
F. M. Katzman, B. E. Yudina, V. V. Kornevkin, A. V. Kornaushenkov, A. S.Kadin,
F. I. Domorkin, L. G. Mikhno, A. D. Mikhaylova, all took part in the work of
investigating the use of stainless steels in thefabrication of propellers
and the development and mastery of production techniques.

The authors also express their gratitude to Dr. of Sc. Professor Y. A.
Nekhendzi for a number of valuable suggestions.



CHAPTER I

bi"CIUM STEELS, CAST IRONS, AND COLORED METAL ALLOYS USED

IN THE FABRICATION OF SCREW PROPELLERS FOR SHIPS.I

The use of various metallic materials in the fabrication of ships'
propellers is basically governed by various standards and technical
specifications, both in the USSR and abroad. The most complete classi-
fication of such materials appears in GOST 8054-59, compiled in the USSR.

In compliance with this standard, metallic propellers of all types of
ships of the merchant marine are subdivided into two classes - the highest
and the normal. Propellers of the highest class are distinguished by a
cleaner surface, greater precision of dimensions, shape and weight and
also by their greater resiE-ance to corrosion and erosion.

GOST 8054-59 establishes the uses for the following metallic materials:
for fabrication of propellers of the highest class:

1) mark LMtsG 55-3-1 brass per GOST Aln9-47;
2) stainless steel - with no reference to brand (in accordance with

technical specifications accompanying the order) 1 .

Footnote l:cý 60 kg/mm; 1 3 32

For fabrication of propellers of the normal class:

1) stainless steel - with no reflriuce to brand (in accordance with
technical -'eciiFcatons acco--,rAnvyng the order)l;

2) carbon steel marks 25L, 30L, and 35L in accorCdance with GOST
977-58 (Group II);

3) cast iron marks SCh 21-40, SCh 24-44, SCh 28-48, SCh 32-52 and
SCh 35-56 according to COST 1412-54;

4) high-strength cast iron VCh 40-10 according to GOST 7293-54.

In addition to the materials covered by GOST 8054-59, the following
are used in the USSR in the fabrication of ships' propellers:

1) aluminum brass having high strength and durability, designation
LAMtsG 67-5-2-2 (for small propellers of the highest class).

2) cast, forged and relled steel of weldable type (for welded propellers
of the normal class.

Abroad, screw propellers of the highest class are made chiefly of
special brasses and aluminum bronzes. Special brasses are being increas-
ingly displaced by aluminum bronzes because of greater strength, resistance
to fatigue, resistance to corrosion and erosion, absence of tendency toward
corrosive cracking and lower specific gravity of the latter.
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Stainless steels are used only to a limited extent in the production$ of propellers of the highest class.

Abroad, propellers of the normal class are cast principally of carbon
steels and cast irons; colored metal alloys based on copper (brasses and
bronzes), stainless steels and structural steel alloys are used in some
cases. The latter are used instead of carbon steels, chiefly for the sake
of increasing the durability of propellers in the course of operation due
to their higher mechanical strength and the resistance to erosive deteriora-
tion possessed by the structural steel alloys.

Basic data relating to the properties of materials used in the USSR

and abroad in the production of propellers is furnished below.
I

Structural Carbon Steels.

In accordance with GOST 8054-59, carbon steel designations 25L, 30,
and 35L (Group II) are used in the casting of propellers. Per GOST 977-58
the chemical composition of castings of the above steels must conform to
the values listed in Table 1. Their mechanical properties, subsequent to
heat treatment, must meet the requirements of Table 2.

Ta~lc. 1

Chemical conposition of 25L, ýOL and _5L steels

Chemical composition,

Ni 'Cr Cu 1 _ _ _

Ad• 83 .c /4 c

not over

25L 0.22-0.30 0.5-0.8 0.17-0.57 0.30.30.3!o045;0.. .C4 Ii

30L 0.27-0.55 0.5-0.8 0.17-0.57 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.04ý 0.06 0.04 0.c6

35L 0.32-0. 40 0.5-0.8 0.17-0.57 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.045 0.06 0.04 0.0-6It -... '
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Ta'le 2

Mechanical properties of 25L, 5OL and 55L stecla

steel ~' ~2 Brinel h~ardness

Designatior ks/=rQ 2 1.,:/cM h

N ot les.9 than

25L 24 45 19 4.0 124 -179

30L .26 48 17 20 3.9

35L 28 go 15 25 3.5 1;8 - 190

In some cases, principally on comparatively small and low-speed vessels,

(certain types of tugs, self-propelled barges, etc.), welded propellers of

normal class with stamped blrdes of rolled plate and rolled, forged, or cast

hubs are being used. The following designations of weldable steels are em-

ployed:

1) for blades - rolled plate St. 3C; St. 4C. -

2) for hubs - rolled sections St. 3C; St. 4C; 10; 15; 20.

3) for forged hubs - St. 3; St. 4; 10; 15; 20; and other weldable

steels;
4) for cast hubs - 20L.

The chemical composition and levels of mechanical properties of carbon
steels used in casting propellers for vessels of the German merchant marine
(taking into account the requirements of German Lloyd /16/, /38/, are listed

in Table 3. Steel designation Stg 45.81 is specified for casting propellers

for cargo carriers, tugs and passenger vessels of medium displacement. Stg

52.81 steel designation is specified for propellers of large vessels and

icebreakers.

Accordii x to the rules of English Lloyd (1956) /39/ steels having

- 41 - 55 kg/mu2 and a relative elongation of not less than 20% must

be used in steel castings of propellers and other shipbuilding components.

The flo, -. - la' ,Lonship between the actual values of ultimate tensile

stress an. ,# Ave elongation must also be maintained: dV + 4 - 57.

Tension failure teats must be made on specimens having the following
dimensions, m. Diameter d Calculated length 1

1.4 50
20 75
25 90
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Chemical composition and mechani.cal propcrtiea of carbon steels f'Q:
cast propollers of the German rLrchant =arine.

Steel ____Chc~ical co=Dc •.tio:, i

V Si i "
Designat ion".

Not higher th*..an

stE 4g.81 0.2,-o.5- 0..-0.7 0.5 0.05 01.0 o.09

St 52.81 0.28-0.,2 0.8-1.0 L 0 0.05 1 0.05 0.0 9 !

Mechanical properties

Stool2 2 gAnzlco B -ntl
- % of bend darcno~s,

Designation V

a__"'

not Iezs +harn

Stg 4 5.81 45 22 22 912
Stg 52.81 52 25 19 90

"VMandrel diameter in bending test is Three times specimen thickz-as

Bending tests are m--o den rectangular specimens of 25 x 19 mm cross-

section, with cornVtrs rounded off to 1.5 -,, and on circular section ones,

with a d - k5 mm. These specimens must withstand 1200 bends made over a

pi-., having a diameter d - 50 rm.

According to "Rules for the Construction and Classification of Steel

Ships" of Bureau Veritas (France) /37/, shipbuilding steel castings, includ-

ing propellers, "re tested in tension, cold bending, impact fall (sometimes

replaced with impact blow tests) and hamer tapping.

Two types of twmsion specimens are used:

A (d - 13.8 mm; 1 - 100 =a) ind B (d; 15 mm; 1 - 15d).

Ultimate tensile strength must be within 40-55 kg/mm2 . Miniuwm values

of re'ative elongatioa correspouding to the ultimate tensile stress are

shown in Table 4.

m*
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Relations between standara elor.Zation3 and u2 tirzat

tensile strength for cast steccl for propullors accorQiinT

to Buroau Veritas.

Specimen 40 I ~ I 50 55

;A 20 18 16 14

B 20 203 18 16 /

The cold bending test is made on rectangular specimens with 25 x 25 mm
sections, length - 250 mm, over a pin having d - 50 mm. Minimum angles of
banding of specimens without cracking, related to the magnitude of the
ultimate tensile strength, are shown in Table 5.

Table 5.

Relation between standard angles of bend and the ultimate
tensile strength of cast steel used in propellers according

to Bureau Veritas.

~- kg/run 2  40 45 50 55

jAngle of bend, degr. 1120 L 12O"I 90 1 90 |i I i I I

Impact test 'in lieu of dropping the casting) is made on bars measuring
30 x 30 x 225 mm. The distance between supports is 160 mm; weight of drop
hammer 18 kg; height of drop 2.75 N. The specimens must withstand 10 blows
without fracture.

Alloyed Structural Steels.

Alloyed structural steels, having higher strength and ductility than
carbon steels, are often used in casting propellers (complete and in parts)
of the normal type. This leads to a certain reduction in weight of the pro-
pellers and reduces the thickness of the blades, it also increases their
capacity to take impact loading under operating couditions. The chemical
composition and mechanical properties of these steels are shown in Table 6.
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Nickel steel with a 3% average nickel content was formerly used for

cast propellers. This steel, along with an increase in strentth, also

possesses greater plasticity and resistance to impact at low temperatures.

Because of these properties, this steel was used in casting propellers

(chiefly with demountable blades) for icebreakers. Currently, steel with

3% Ni is not used in the USSR in the production of propellers of the normal

type, since operational experience does not confirm any appreciable ad-

vantages resulting from its use.

Steel alloyed by small sdditions of copper and chrome is used in

Holland in casting propellers. There are indications that such steel is

much more corrosion and erosion resistant than carbon steel in sea water.

Chrome-nickel-molibdenum structural steel is used in Belgium for im-

proved resistance to erosive damage to propeller,

Chemical composition and mcchanicul prTx-tics of a2loyc st ;ucVd-l c

used in pro-ellcra.

j ~~Ch.cmical comiositi'on, 5 'c:~.c:p:.

"NI. kel -F P.
.0 i- -

"__ I 65 'ic^ 1 .I3%"

NiA.kel U5A~ J~04.~i3 LCi7z - I

'%- ... "> S ""I"° '-' K L-, 3 3  ..... z8 "j, *.

,(T.,..d.. ,,,, !.K• .- - -- 3 •2 - au•--:-- -,"-'7C;" 2 .- .:,

u;L 5At• I.~ ' IL~ F- :u!:- - *3C
I Z1

,V:I.44a.:-•(n A O I• - . I- i :, .l .. 't 3• ,-.,::•.• -

8 1 1 I..

S• . _ I I , . , -"•4.
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CAST IRONS

Cat iron propellers of the normal class, conforming to GOST 8054-59,

are cAsz of gray cast iron (including a modified one) with graphitic lami-

nations (designations SCh 21-40; SCh 24-44; SCh 28-48; SCh 32-52 and SCh

35-56). Table 7 shows the levels of mechanical properties of the above cast

Aronj per GOST 1412-54. Designations SCh 28-48, SCh 32-52'and SCh 35-56

are produced by the modification method.

ý'echanical properties of cast irons, according to COST 14-12 54

.echanical pro ,ertics, not ecs s t '.ýr.

Cast iron Temporary lTemporary Deflcct-ion rcading. (mn)

Stensilo -. Icxural for su pport spacing,= no.2-". 1
Designationn strength strength • 6r

4 gm 21k/ 2
I--

0h21-40 21 40 9 - 211

C Ch24-44 24 44 9 1 7V' - 2-1

JC h28-48 28 48 9 170  - 1
C Ch52-52 52 52 9 / 187 -

I B

C - 55 - 9 C197 - 295'

-• • -" ,-'. " _ -

Prescribed mechanical properties of cast iro;-, for use in shi. PL 00:e i rC

according to Bureau Vcritas.

Shcar test B3nding test i rine2.
I ... 

.. ;

C aost iron 
I . d,

Des ination 8 j, kg/mz2 load at failure!

hig-h strength . . . . 25 500 160 -"2C,0

Strong . . . • . 18 B 400 140 - 230
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For casting of more highly-stressed propellers GOST 8054-59 specifies
the use of high-strength cast iron, designation VCh 40-10, GOST 7293-54.
VCh 40-10 cast iron (containing globular graphite), on specimens cut from
trefoil-shaped stock, must have the following minimum values of mechanical
properties: ! " 40 kg/mm2 ; t -30 kg/mm 2; " - 107.; Ku (on specimens
10 x 10 x 55, without notching) - 3 kgM/cm2 ; HB - 156-- 197.

Regulations of the Bureau Veritas require the metal from castings of
gray cast iron propellers to be tested in shear, bending and for hardness.
The shear- test is made on cylinders of 25 mm cross-section. Bending test
is made on rectangular. specimens 8 x 10 x 40 mm, with a 30 mm spacing of
supports. Table 8 lists the requirements for cast iron for propellers and
other components, according to Bureau Veritas regulations.

Table 9 gives the standards of chemical composition and mechanical
properties of gray cast iron for casting propellers of the normal class
for merchant vessels, effective in Germany_.

.-. ,-. y.

Chemical composition and mechanical .. rop-.... i 0is

propellors, according ,o G:.... --.

'a00 Chezical co=--ositio:-, ,,

Idezi_ _nat'n 1 I-'"

Go 26.91 28-.2 1I .C-.2

Non-ferrous Alloys.

Currently an overwhelming majority of the highest class propellers in
the USSR are cast of LMtsZh 55-3-1 ferro-manganous brass. The chemical
composition and mechanical properties of this brass are shown in Table 10.

Chemical Composition and Mechanical Pr Verties of LMtsZh 55-3-1
Type of Chemical Comosition, % Mechanical Prc-r_,rtiesnot Less
copper Cu Mu FE Zn Total ad- ' angle of

I~ts~h 55-3-1 .. mixtures- kg/mm2  A bending

,I,,

L~tsh 5-3- 53-8 34 T5-1. Os. e 2.048 0 3

.00W



Under modern methods of designing propellers for strength one of the
basic quality indicators of a material is its elastic limit. The L~tsZb
55-3-I brass has a (approximate) e'It -- 20 kg/mm2 (on specimens cast inte-
gral with the blades). Structure of LMtsZh 55-3-I consists of 611+P - phases.

In order to increase the strength of a propeller, its efficiency and
resistance to corrosive cracking, and to reduce its weight, aluminum-
mangano-ferrous brass, designation LAMtsZh 67-5-2-2, is used for casting
small propellers. A refined consistency of a similar type of brass used in
casting medium and large propellers is designated LAhtsZh 68-5.5-2-2.

Standards of chemical composition and mechanical properties of these
two brass designations are shown in Table 11. The LAMtsZh 68-5.5-2-2 brass
has a . -25 kg/mm2 (on specimens cast.integral with the blades). Brass
LAtsZh 67-5-2-2 has a structure consisting of K+/ phases.

Chemical composition and mechanical rroporti, of `ra_ zi n
LA4t szh 67-5-2-2 and L'..2'- 65.5-2-2. I

Chemical comnosition, % • -

>.rass desigation-
and typo of pro-I

peller. Cu n Fe AI "":

kYt sZh 67-9-2-2 • ., 1 I •,-. ,

(.Small propellers) 67-70 2.-, 2- 5 -6 •.0 62 12

;2.'.tsZ-h 68-5.5-2-2 1
ý(7are c-nd mediu=
propellers) ...... 66-7 2 -5 2-5 5.4- 20.ý5- 0. 5K6

5.8 22 .0

Prior to World War II all the principal foreign firms in casting pro-
pellers of the highest class usadoy + 40 brasses containing from 33 to 427.
Zn and alloyed with various additives. Table 12 gives the data-relative to
the chemical composition and mechanical properties of these brasses /16/,
/33/.

Continuing increase in the speed of vessels and in the power of prime
movers demands the imposition of greater proportional loadings on their pro-
pellers. This calls for the use of stronger alloys, however, an increase
in the strength of special brasses (in the manufacturing specificatiuns for
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propellers) can only actually be achieved by increasing the proportion of
alloying components. This in most cases leads to an increase in the amount
of the S-phaee in the structure of the alloy and, in consequence, increases
the tendency of brasses toward corrosive checking.

STabe .12.
Chemical composition and mechanical propnrtlc3 of forc1izn special lrasce

used for the casting of .ronellers
V' . .. . .....

CI ahem icala cc,_2c;_-iti on) % '" " ". . -

Company Cou•.try r I c

C Un ,- / 'f Fe_

Ansaldo . aly 54.0 4.. 1.8 0-.8 .4 .2 I1. C.26 ::s.c
Navy Yard USA 56-621 Re s 1.5 1- .5 2.0 1.5 a.. ...

Coppers .. 58.0 39,C! 1.0 7 .0 1.o% h . G

Stone .. England 56.8 0. 0.19 rcs.0.22 l.Ol 1 .5 2

Thoo.Zois:' FRG 5,8.c) ý. -, .1.0 .. 0 G-.0 a2.c

I II
Atlass Wke ii54.0 40.~ 1. 3 ~8 1 0.4 1.2 0.2 ;;!CG 0,

Loops .. Holland. 565 Re.20-5 - 1.0 i.0 -

Leocos (ipo.' 55..6o ).-. .-. ~ 2.o L 22.C
bronze).

".,itzubishi Ja•pan Bes.a.5.0 o . - 1.-2.5 0.2 • I -

u ,," 6.oC o.• .c-; I '

_________ - 9:0 10.2 2.Cj-¾0 L --0. 1.5 total additive ,.2 . . .

Continuing increase in the speed of vessels and of the power of prime
movers creates tie need to impose greater proportional loadings on their
propellers. This requires the use of stronger alloys, however, an increase
in strength of special brasses (in the production specifications for pro-
pellers) can be only practically achieved through the increase of in the
proportion of alloying components. This in most cases leads to an increase
in the amount of the .i phase in the structure of the alloy and, as a con-
sequence, increases the tendency of these brasses to be subject to corrosive
checking.

Ii -
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As a result of research to find new alloys for casting propellers with
higher mechanical properties and a smaller tendency toward corrosive crack-
ing and de-zincing, the use of aluminum brass containing approximately 20%
Zn and 6% Al was proposed in the USA, even prior to the war.

For example, the following composition of aluminum brass was published
in their literature /16/: 5% Al- 3% Fe; 4% Mn; 18% Zn; Cu - remainder. This
brass had a v- 58 - 65 kg/,mm; - 31 kg/m 2 and g- 18 - 25%, and was
used for casting propellers for high-speed launches.

To obtain still higher resistance to corrosion and erosion, corrosive
fatigue and corrosive cracking, and to ensure higher strength, aluminum
bronzes wholly devoid of zinc began to be used abroad even before the war.
These studies have been especially intensified recently. A number of prom-
inent companies, especially in England, Holland, and the USA /31/, /32/,
/33/, have undertaken the production of large propellers (weighing up to
30.5 T and with diameters up to 6 M) using alloyed aluminum bronzes known as
"Nialite," "Nickalium," "Kunial," "Novostone", and others. *Table 13 pre-
sents the data relating to the chemical composition and the mechanical prop-
erties of these bronzes of which the strongest is the English "Novostene."

According to the regulations of the British Lloyd (1956) ultimate ten-
sile strength of bronze used in propellers and their blades must not be less
than 44 kg/mm2 . Actual values of ultimate tensile strength and of relative
elongation, obtained by testing, must satisfy the relation 0.635 + - 6-•48.
However, the absolute magnitude of elongation must at the same.-time be not
less than 15%. Tests for elongation are made on specimens with a d - 14 or
20 mm and an 1 - 50 mm.

According to the regulations of the French Bureau Veritas, (1951),
bronze used in propellers and in their blades must have ;7-V.43 kg/mm2 .
The minimum relative elongation of the alloy used in propellers must
satisfy the equation o--V + 2 83, depending upon the magnitude of the
ultimate tensile stress. Elongation tests are made on specimens with a
d - 18.8 um and 1 - 100 m.

As said before, the structural carbon steels, cast irons, and brasses
.designated LMtsZh 55-3-1, currently used in the production of propellers,
possess certain serious deficiencies which shorten the useful life of pro-
pellers and which in many cases fail to provide assurance that the re-
quired structural quality is being obtained.

Among these shortcomings are the following:

1) Low mechanical strength (yield point) of carbon steel, cast iron
and LMtsZh 55-3-1 brass.

2) insufficient plasticity and ductility of cast iron, as well as
the high critical temperature of transition of carbon steel and cast iron
into the brittle state.

* See page 16 for Table 13.
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3) low resistance to corrosion and erosion in sea water of carbon
steel and cast iron.

4) inadequate resistance of carbon steel, cast iron and brass to
destructive action of cavitation and to the mechanical wear caused by
operation in water containing sand in suspension.

5) carbon steel's, cast iron's ana brasses' low resistance to fatigue
when imersed in sea water.

"6) tendency toward corrosional zhecking an.; dezincing possessed by
the LMtsZh 55-3-1 brass. -

7) high specific gravity of LMtsZh 55-3-1 brass.

Data relative to operational durability of propellers made of various

materials is presented belo;.-.
of

Carbon Steel Propellers of the Normal Class. On the basis/operating
experience at sea, extending over many years, it has been established that
propellers of the normal class made of carbon steel show a very low resistance
toward corrosion and erosion. As a result of corrosive and erosive do'teriora-
tion of steel propellers during theinitial stages of their service, the
roughness of their surfaces increases.

Aiverazeoz.r~ of cra.;, car'.o

steel propel2.1ur-' bl.a&'z;fa;-;

&nit ial After I yc"r Q.- 2 Aft 24.

,L

,o%#C 2-X25

In Table 14 (Engr. F.M. Katzman's data) there is a list of comparative
values of average roughnesses of propeller blade surfaces, made of carbon
steel, related to their length-in-service. It should be noted that thesc
figures apply to blade surfaces and do not represent the deterioration at
their edges, where the metal usually turns into a "sponge" after 1.5-2.5
years of service, is riddled by transverse cavities and has often broken
off due to loss of btrength.

Due to such rapid increase in roughness, there is a substantial drop
in the propeller's efficiency, decrease in the vessel's speed and capabili-
ties and an increase in fuel consumption. The ships must be dry docked
for overhaul and replacement of propellers, leading to substantial expanse
and loss of productive time.

!)
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Chemical composition and mechanical properties of foreign 3petcij •a

bronzes used fo.- the ca=tin- of pr-vopl.erz

Chemical compoz."'. , on, hica! tr .

Alloy Country I *

I5Cu Al. N i Fe .'n .. / ..

N,5alito .5 -USA ,76• 1 - ...3. C-

"Xickelium "__ "--

BS14Oo-' Znrgland ' £ 4 .-. o - I- 225.

Xunial Holland a 5",K 0 •'.o.•.. -.

IL r - . , , 7z:

Co~paies 00
, I

',- .,,US M., ,...., ,, -- )3 . .~ ,.,- . *.

Covonickol n n 7 1) .. --- 7.">i ."T -5

SNic oliu < _ _ _ 7 67; L' 125

Substantial corrosive and erosive damage to carbon steel propeller
blades occurs as early as 6 months after their installation. After 1.5-2.5
years of operation, such propellers are usually completely worn out, as
confirmed by the following.examples:

1) A carbon steel propeller installed in 1945 on the S.S. Captain
Gastello became useless in 1946. In 1947 this propeller was replaced by a
new one, also cast of carbon steel; the new propeller soon also became use-
less and had to be replaced in 1949. The loss in the vessel's speed over
a period of one year, due to deterioration of the propeller, amounted to
0.5 knots.

p. -4 - -1
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2) On T.S. Alexander Matrosov, during four years of service (1945-49)
two steel screws were replaced. Loss of speed of this vessel after two
years of service amounted to 1.5 knots.

3) On T.S. Dimitriy Donskoy, a carbon steel propeller installed in
1950 already had to be rinlaced in 1951, due to heavy corrosive-erosive
deterioration. The ship sailed on a Leningrad-Tsingtao-Stettin cruise and
on the return trip its speed had decreased by 1.2 knots. While traversing
the Red Sea, one of the propeller blades was lost, due to heavy corrosive
deterioration.

4) Steel propellers were installed on the S.S. Outess on 20 April 1952.
An inspection made on 25 September 1952 revealed transverse corrosive-
erosive cavities and pitting of the edges of the blades. These propellers
were condemned.

5). On T.S. Akhmolinsk new carbon steel propellers were installed in
November 1955 and were found to be completely deteriorated after a period
of 21 months.

6) Normal-class propellers of carbon s,,eel were installed in the whal-
irg ships of the "Slava" flotilla and during the course of each cruise,
(approximately 30,000 miles) nearly 30% of the blade surfaces have been
destroyed th;'-ugh the action of corrosion and erosion. Edges of the blades
assume the appearance of "sponges". The corrosion and erosion damaged
areas are repaired each year by welding. Damage to the propeller blades
in some cases has lowered the speed of the ships by 17-20%. Average service
life of normal class carbon steel propellers under operating conditions en-
countered by the whaling ships of the "Slava" flotilla (including annual
repairs) amounts to 2-3 years.

Fig. 1, a and b, shows the steel propeller of a fishing trawler which
has been operating in the Barents Sea over a 'eriod of two years. The
blades of this propeller in the area of the leading edge and at the tips
are completely destroyed by corrosion and erosion. The surfaces of the
remaining parts of the blades, adjacent to the destroyed edges, are covered
by corrosional pits up to 10 - deep.

Domestic information relative to corrosive-erosive destruction of
normal-class steel propellers agrees with similar foreign experience. For
instance, blades of propellers made in Belgium of type 25L (0.29% C) carbon
steel, in one year of operation showed considerable deterioration, both on
the compressive and the suction surfaces of the blades. Through cavities
penetrated the edges of the blades.

Apart from being put out of comission rapidly due to corrosive-
erosive damage, a great number of carbon steel propellers, especially those
operating in icy waters, have to be discarded premiturely owing to mechanical
damage to the blades from impact of ice, rocks, submerged timber and similar
objects. Such injuries are aggravated due to the low mechanical strength
of carbon steel and by its comparatively low resistance to brittle failure
(especially at low temperatures).

I

IFF
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Cast Iron Propellers of the Normal Class. Durability of normal class
propellers made of cast iron is considered (in the absence of mechanical
failures in the course of exploitation) to be somewhat higher than that of
carbon steel ones. If the maximum service life of blade surfaces before
their normal wear out averages 2.5 years of carbon steel, for cast iron
propellers it extends to 5 years.

However, other data fails to confirm this. For instance, Professor
I.N. Voskresenskiy /6/ states that a trawler's cast-iron propeller (2.9-3.0
m diameter; engine power approximately 600 h.p.) may be destroyed by co-
rosior. and erosion within 15 to 24 months. Corrosive-erosive deterioration
of the blades of a cast iron propeller can be already observed after six
months of service and repairs become necessary after 12 months. The most
severe corrosive-erosive damage is usually found at the tips of the pro-
pellers and along their leading edges.

Fig. . Corrosive-erosive deterioration o. a carbon steel propeller
after 2 years of service in the L.rens Sea: a - overall
view of the propeller; b - damige to the blade.

M. Spitkovskiy and A. Vcrlhoshapov /16' describe the corrosive-erosive
damage to a four-blade east iron propeller 2650 = in diameter irstalled on
a tanker. After two years of scrvice the tips of the blades were found to
be pited over a distance of 1-00-500 =; while the tips of three of the
blades were almost entirely deitroyed, the fourth one still retained the
damaged spongy part.

Figure 2 Shows an overall view of a cast iron propeller the blades of
which have undergone corrosive-erovive destruction.
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Fig. 2. Corrosive-erosive destruction of the blades of a
ciist iron. propeller screw.

This ~v~c~ete~stifies to the fact that durability of cast iron pro-
pellers undcer scai-goiag conditions does not differ materially from that of
carbon steel ones.

ontradictory information relative to the comparative durability of
steel arnd cast iron propellers evidently results from failure to account
accurately for sioce features of exploitation of certain cast iron propellers.
The later are usually employed on vessels cruising on lakes-and rivers and
also in regions of the sea situated near the mouths of large rivers, that is,
in locations presenting less severe conditions. Evidently this is exactly
the reason why certain people engaged in this type of research have formed
the conclusion as to superiority 'of cast iron propellers.

Table 15 pre3ents the results of corrosion tests of cast iron and carbon
steel made in sea water, carried out by Y.E Zobachev /12/. This data demoan-
strates that cast ihon propellers should present no at antages in the matter
of corrosion resistance as compared with carbon steel ones, for operation in
sea water. Corrosion resistance ofecast iron propellers is also very low.
Resistance of gray cast iron propellers to erosion also does not differ
materially from that of carbon steel ones.

A serious disadvantage of gray cast iron propellers is their low strength
and brittleress, both substantially below those of cast steel propellers.

These shortcomings of cast iron propellers can be somewha4 diminished
by casting them of high-strength cast iron with spheroidal graphite, however,
this material has not yet attained the wide use which it merits.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Results of tests of corrosive refi a:: o cazt iron Cmd ca:5on

steel in sea wator "-.. z:ion

S RF.z,,- of corros;ion&-, ==./yc&.

Material IAltern-i c.sonzlivoin- .pparatus
tlo .. r. tus O ct corrosion)

- 4

Gray cast iron ................ 5.2 .. 2h

•.'odif'ied cast iron ............ 0.5.73 0.519
I I 0.3195Cih-ftrend h cast iron ...... too# 0.; 75

Car~o. sol ( C.12 - C) ...... c.295 0..,

dor (0.31 C)...

Means of increasing corrosion resistance of structural steel and of cast
iron propellers. Substitution of low-alloy structural steel for carbon
steel and cast iron results in improved mechanical properties of normal class
propellers, elightly improves their resistance to-erosion, but virtually no
improvement in corrosion resistance.

L. A. Glickman and Y. E. Zobachev /12/ have done some important research
to investigate the possibilities of improving corrosion resistance of steel
propellers by means of enameling, electroplaLing with zinc, brass and stain-
less steel; thermal diffusional chroming and zincing; mechanical strengthen-
ing by shot blasting; electro-spark hardening with scrmite, ferrochrome and
the T30K4 hard alloy; electrolythic chrome and zinc placing; application of
non-metallic coatings (polyisobutilene, bitumen and polyten). However, ac-
cording to the authcrs' report, none of these protective treatments gave any
positive results.

Vulcanization of the blade surfaces and of the hub with a coating of
rubber is sometir-s used abroad to incre&se the durability of steel propel-
lers, but this method has not attained widaspread popularity, probably _.ue
to the difficulty of acýoaplishr-ent and inadequate resistance of the rubber
coating to the various mechanical a3ents encountered in service-(impact of
rocks, submerged timber; abrasive action of steel cables which get wound
around the propeller, etc.).

Favorable results are obtal-ed through the use -. the metbod of protect-
ing steel propellers frem corrovion described by L.A Glickman, Y.E. Zobat-

chey, G.I. arrt'yanov, N.N. Plishkin and X. Katzman '/. This nethod con-
sists of facing the surfsce3 of A ;ast propeller of :arbon steel with a thin

-- -# - - -
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(2 1=Q) ohft - rolled stainless steel, designat-ion lXhlaN9T, fastened with
electrically driver, rivets and manual elecctrwelding. It is however ob-
vious that such z method cannot 'e use' for protecting propeller blades
having small thickness and sharp edges, fabricated under rigorous limita-
tions as tP the accuracy of dimensions and shape. Besides, it is probable
that this method would not prove to be economically feaible for line pro-
duction of propellers, due to high labor costs.

Propellers of the highest class, Wide of Brass and Bronze. As men-
tioned before, the great majority of propellers of the higher class are in
the USSR are madu of LMLsZv 55-3-1 bras ht;:i~g •he following basic faults.

1. Inst..ficlent strength: the guaranteed magnitude o-t 20 kg/ru 2 .
in the des~ig of propellers for modern vessels there is often a possibility
of reducin- the blade tLickness through Cie use of a stronger material

2i-35 ,3/m-2), but due to the lack of such a material it becomes
necessary to employ propeliers of greater thickness and weight. Thickening
of the blades has in advetse effect oi, the hydrodynamic properties of the
propelers leada.g to a decrease in effici(ýncy, to a non-productive in-
crease in the P,•wer of prime movers, drop in speed, increase in fuel con-
sumption and intensificatior, of corrosive-erosive deterioration.

According to the data furnished by F. 'Hudson /31/ the use of special
brass with 17 kg/= 2 leads to tile thickening of propeller blades
amounting to app,-roximately 8% and to a reduction in its efficiency of ap-
proximately '.,"/,, as compared with a propelier made of specialaluminum
bronze with '1 ,-r-25 kg/r=2 .

An increase in the weight of a prceller resulting from the use of a
lower-strength material also gives rise to the necessity of increasing the
engine power and accentuates the rate of wear of the propeller shaft bear-
ings.

2. T;e trend toward intensive corrosional deterioration as a result
of dezincing, occurring chiefly with the usz of brass propellers in wooden-
hulled vessels.

According to available data, the dczincing process of LMtsgh 55-3-I
brass of soce wooden-hulled vessel's piopeliers during 1-1.5 years of
service prou-ces complete destruction of the bladeL' edges. The radical
drop in strrngth of the blade material caused by dezincing frequently leads
to their ccmptcte break-down.

3. The likelyhood of corrosive checking du2 to the effects of sea
water (or even ot industrial air polutlon), and tensile stresses caused by
the application of external loads and the effect ot secondary stresses
(for instance, stresses produced by the welding of defects). The trend
toward corrosive checking of UltsZ~h 55-3-1 brass grows with the amount of

S-phase in its structure.
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Foreign. experience with the use of higher class propellerg made of
special brasses, installed in high-speed vessels, has disclosed another
important shortcoming of non-ferrous alloys of this type, their inadequate
resistance toward corrosive fatigue. According to F. Hudson /31/, aboard
torpedo boats of the Royal Navy during World War II, there were frequent>y
cases of destruction of special brass propellers due to their low resistance
to corrosive fatigue. Growing fatigue cracks in the basal cross-sections
of the blades often caused their complete break-off.

Brass designation LA1ltsZh 67-5-2-2 (LA~tsZh 68-5.5-2-2) used in the
USSR for the fz-brication of the higher class propellers has a number of
advantages over lŽtsZh 55-3-1 brass:. higher strength (cr;t = 25 kg/mm2 ),
higher corrosive resistance in turbulent sea water, a lower tendency toward
dezincing and corrosive checking. Nevertheless, the strength of this brass
is still insufficient to meet all of the requirements arising in the course
of designing modern propellers. Besides, the presence of 20% Zn1 in the
composition of the brass creates a certain tendency toward dezincing and
corrosive checking.

Special aluminum bronzes (see Table 13), used for casting propellers
abroad, do not have many of the major defects of the special brasses. With
the use of the aluminum bron•es of this type, there is an increase in
corrosion-erosion resistance of propellers, a virtual elimination of the
tendency toward selective corrosion (dezincing) and corrosive checking, a
greater resistance to corrosive fatigue, of 10-15%,lower weight of the
propellers (due to lower specific gravities of aluminum bronzes and smaller
blade thicknesses due to the greater strength of the material). Neverthe-
less, according to available information, strength of available aluminum
bronzes is also limited and is inadequate for most installations. The
elastic limit of such bronzes, in ihe face of the required level of plasticity
currently does not exceed 30 kg/mm .

Thus, it is possible to conclude that the improvement in durability
of mormal class propellers with the use of non-ferrous alloys in place of
steel and cast iron (bronzes, brasses) cannot be recommended in view of the
need to achieve all possible savings in the use of copper and the inadequate
mechanical strength of non-ferrous alloys.

Plastics (nylon, pl.tstic-glass fiber, etc.) have come into use in the

last few years in the fabrication of propellers of 1.5 - 2.5 m diameter.

The low specific gravity of plastics, their high elasticity and dura-
bility in sea water and the possibility of fabricating propeller. stocks by
pressing (virtually without any subsequent machinging) offer attractive

* prosrects for the use of these materials in the fabrication of a great
variety of propellers. However, adoption of fabrication of plastic pro-
pellers and their testing under service conditions (especially of the
larger types of propellers used on high-speed vessels) will undoubtedly
require a certain amount of time.

The problem of fundamental impro ament in quality of ma:erial used in
norn;'l and highest class propellers c;-L be rationally solved in many in-
stanes. through the use of stainless ,.eels.

for.=



G1APT ER II

STAiNLESS STEELS USED IN THE
FABRICATION OF PROPELLEaS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

There is a scarcity of published material relating to composition and

properties of stainless steels used in casting propellers abroad, however,

existing information permits the establiskiment of the following fundamental

rules which serve to guide the foreign companies using stainless steel for

such purposes.

1. 'Is comrnred to carbon structural steel, the use of stainless, steel
in the fabricarion of the normal class propellers provides a substantial in-
crease in corrosion and erosion resistance and in many cases, in the mechani-
cal strength and resistance to impact. In casting propellers of this classi-
fication, chromous martensite or martenisic-ferritic stainless steels (of
the 1 Kh 13 and 2 Kh 13 types) are commonly used, sometimes alloyed with
small amounts of nickel (approximately 1% Ni).

2. The use of stainless steels in the fabrication of the highest class
propellers in lieu of copper-base non-ferrous alloys (special brasses and
bronzes) results in a saving in scarce colored metals, provides greater me-
chanical strength and resistance to corrosion fatigue, greater resistance
to corrosive cracking, as well as better resistance to corrosional deteriora-
tion ani to that caused by the abrasive action of water containing sand in
suspension.

Austenitic and austeno-ferritic types of stainless steels are most often
used for the fabrication of propellers of the highest class. There are some
cases of employment of less durable martensitic and martensito-ferritic
stainless steels attributable to the following considerations:

a) scarcity of certain alloying additives, primarily that of nickel.

b) insufficient strength of austenitic and austeno-ferritic stainless
steels (their <r-i is inadequate to insure the reliability of certain types
of highly stressed propellers);

c) relative newness and low availability of highly durable, high-
strength di5persionally hardened stainless steels.

Available data relating to propellers of the normal and the highest
classes made abroad of stainless steel is presented below.

' -'



Stainless SLeels Used in the Fabrication of Normal
Class Shllis' PFopelltrs.

1. Published 135/ data on the use of stainless steel propellers in
whaling ships. Such operations are often carried out in regions abounding
in floating ice. Under such operating conditions, propeller blades sub-
jected to low temperatures are also abraded by floating ice and suffer im-
pact. The use of stainless steel has resulted in a substantial increase
in the propeller durability of these vessels. The steel used contains
12-14% Cr and has a':'-V = 65 - 70 kg/mm2 . Izipact strength of the steel per
Izode is 15.- 20 foot-pounds; = 25%. The steel is subjected to a cold
bending test. The indicated set of characteristics makes stainless steel
particularly suitable for propellers of !'ips cruising in the Arctic.

2. A stainless steel propeller fabricated abroad is installed in one
of the whalers of the "Slava" flotilla. The chemical composition of this
steel is as follows: 0.15% C; 0.52% 10Ma; 0.47% Si; 13.0% Cr; 0.95% Ni;
0.015% S; 0.02% P. The whaling ship equipped with this propeller has
cruised in the Antarcti,- for a period of 8 years, covering over 200,000
miles. The stainless steei propeller has show-^•' no evidence of deteriora-
tion.

3. Stainless steel with the following chemical composition is being
used in Belgium for the fabrication of propellers: 0.1% C; 12-14% Cr;
1.0% Ni. This stel has a r;- = 50 - G5 kg/mm"; 30 - 40 kg/m. 2 ;
ak - 6 kgM/cm2 . IB = 150- 200.

4. Ships built in Holland have stainlesS steel propellers with the
following composition: 0.08% C; 0.40Z Si; 13.2% Cr; 0.1% Ni; and 0.30%
Mo. rne mechanical properties of this steel determined from specimens
taken from the propeller's blades: QV - 46.9 kg/mm2 ; :-- - 34.3 kg/mm2 ;

S= 5%; a, - 1.0 - 1.2 kgi/cm2 . Judging from the structure and the me-
chanical properties, this propeller has not been subjected to heat treat-
ment.

5. On ships built in the GDR, stainless steel propellers are installed,
having the following properties: - 0.1 C; 0.3-0.5% Si; 0.3-0.5% Mn;
13.5-15% Cr; 0.8-1.2% Ni; 0.1-0.2% V. The fcliowing mechanical properties
are guaranteed: - ";_> 38 kg/m 2 ; -7' •-'-75 k-/in2; `ý 5 7-- 15%; HB - 180-
240; impact resisixnce unspecified. The propellers are delivered without
being heat treated, probably to preclude deformation of blades which occurs
in the process of heat treatment.
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Stainless Steels Used in th,ý Fabrica::ion of Propellers
of the Highast Class.

1. Propellers of the highest class of the passenger ship "Europa" /16/
were case in austenitic stainless steel V2A2. TLeir diameter was 4450 mm;
rough weight 15 T. Their com•position: 0.1% C; 17.8% Cr; 8.5% Ni; 0.025%
P; 0.02% S. In addition, small amounts of Titanium and Tantalum were intro-
duced to reduce the grain size and eliminate the tendency toward inter-
crystalline corrosion. To reduce the deformation of the blades these pro-
pellers were not heat treated in the course of fabrication.

The stai~less steel employed had the following mechanical properties:
S-- 18-24 kg/mm2 ; ,,V = 57-61 kg/mm2 ; = 20-28%; HB = 155-190.

Stainless steel was used in the "Europa's" propellers in order to in-
crease their resistance to cavitational damage.

2. In the fabrication of highest class propellers for installation
on special ships in the FRG, according to Lloyd's data /16/, they use
austenito-ferritic steel with the following chemical composition: 0.1-
0.15% C; 1.5-2.0 Si; 0..5-1.0% Mn; 5.5-7.07. Ni; 21.5-23.0% Cr.

/
3. In France, as early as 1932 /36/, they developed and used in place

of bronze for highest :lass propellers, a stainless austenito-ferritic
steel with the following chemical composition: 0.06% C; 0.6% Si; 0.5% Mn;
20% Cr; 8.0% Ni; 2.5% lo; 1.5% Cu. Heat treatment of this steel consisted
of austenization at 11500 and stabilization at 9009 with a 6-hour exposure.

4. In Belgium stainless austenitic steel, designation 18/8, with the
following composition is used for the production of the highest class pro-
pellers: 0.1% C; 18.0% Cr; 8.0% Ni.

The mechanical properties of this steel, according to the manufacturer's
data: -rV= 50-60 kg/mm2 ; -= 25-35 kg/mm2 ; *' 15-20%; ak - 15-20 kgM/em2 .

5. A four-blade stainless steel propeller was installed in the SS Mat-
sesta, built in Germany in 1925, (diameter of this propeller 3.6M, weight
3.5 T). This propeller has been in service in the "Matsesta" for 35 years
and has never been overhauled. Its surface is smooth and bright, showing
no traces of corrosional or erosional pitting.

A chemical aua].ysis and hardness test of the steel from the SS Matsesta
propeller furnished the following data: 0.19% C; 1.5% Mn; 21.5% Cr; 10.0%
Ni; 0.02% ?; 0.015% S; Brinnel hardness HB = 242.

6. Table 16 shows the results of chemical analyses of a highest class
stainless steel propeller (diameter 3300 mm; weight 6019 kg), fabricated by
one of the German firms. Examiration of this data shows that the propeller
was cast of stainless steel alloyed with 23-24% Cr and 6% Ni. Small addi-
tions of Titanium and Vanadium were made evidently to refine the basic
graiular structure.

a •'
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Table 16
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Mechan`c3.1 properties of this stainless steel, obtained from specimens

cut from the blades of" the propeller, are shown in Table 17. The low plas-

ticity and toughness levels of this steal are attributable to the fact that

the propellcr was fabricated without resorting to heat treatment. The

steel's structure-consisted of austenitic polyhedrons, with oblong grains

of alloyed ferrite located along their circumference. Large accumulations

of carbide could be observad along Lhe edges of the ferritic granules.

Table 18 presents the mechanical properties of this propeller's stainless

steel subsequent to a variety of thermal treatments. From this data it is

apparent that the highest values of strength, plasticity and malleability

were obtained upon its austenization at 11500 without subsequent annealing.

The microstructure of the steel following its austenization at 11500 con-

sisted solely of austenite and ferrite.

Table 17.
•,.chnanicai ;roperties oj ata.,,le• c-e. oZ'•ain d on Z-pec imor cut fro_- a
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• ;r,,o.i,:s :5air.';g and ics cover pla:es were made of 2 Kh 13
stecl wlth a 0 ,i•.L ,:c.•I i "';' o0 nicel. ; the ".,,-LrJng plug - of type 2 Xh 13
steel; the hub ring oi type I Kh 13 X 9 T steel and the ring pin of 3 Kh
13 steel.

7. Chrome stainless steel, m•artensite class, designation StgCrl4n4.
was used for casting pr.pellers of the highest class for the German Navy
d-uring the war, it liad thle following chemical ,omposition: 0.2% C; 13.07.
Cr; 0.7% Mn; 0 .35%Si; 0.04. P; G.03% S (S-+ P 0.07%).

'.r h'.neat tr , StgCr12 413I steel. had the following mechanicalropr~eties: v_ o5• ]g,/"--•' , t 40 kg/n-m-, [(with l/d 5)> 127.; ak
(Menage) ... • kgtm•; angle of bend (over a pin with d = 3a) 1800; HB
"190 - 240.

S. J1. R. Getz and L. Pmefnes /28/ tell of the widespread use on Nor-
wegian coastal vesselz of adjustable pitch propellers made of martensite
class stainless z;teel, with 13% Cr. The use of chrome stainless steel was
evidently brought about by the need for hilgh strengths) not obtainable with
the use of austenitic arid austeno-ferritic steels which do provide a higher
resistance to corrosion..

9. Carter Z. lhenry /27/ tells of research carried out at New Orleans
(USA) related to the use. of the highest class propellers made of austenitic
stainless steel. ou tugboats cruising on inland waterways. In this case,
stainless steel propellers were used in lieu of non-ferrous alloy ones in
order to obtain h.iger resistance to abrasive action of water containing
sand in suspension (shallow water cruising), and also to reduce the number
of break-downis caused by impact of various debris floating in such waters.
In selecting the brand of stainless steel, the following requirements
governed:

a) the ste;:e must have high resistance to wear in waters ontaining sand;
b) the steel nust be suff'ciently plastic and must deform without frac-

turing, when bent;
c) steel must have adequate impact strength;
id) resistance to corrosion of the steel in water must be not less than

that of non-ferrous alloys;
cd) steel must insure simplicity of repairs of propeller blades with-

out resorting to heat treatment upon completion of the overhaul.

' The stainless steel propellers of a tugboat were examined in drydock
after 6 months of servic:e. it was found that the surfaces of the propellers
showed virtually no signs of wear, in spite of the severity of the operating
conditions.

Casting of the 3-m diameter propeller shape in a mold was done with a
teapot laddie; the steel was melted in an arc-type electric furnace. 1

. A•e 1-6 steel -or pL -pellers with a very low
) carbon contead (below 0.-03-0.04.%) has: ;-V- 5 2 , 5  J/=i2 ; c7£ - 24.5 kg/mm2

40-50%; ,. 50-60%.
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10 Deaa !.. !Th4:r.• iii his r.•viei'21/ pal'er furnishes data relating
to0 1: o1o * o11 w .aint. sta ic nfor the fabrication of propellers:
C..."..ou h C,0 c';-•',- cl desig naed 18-8 and chrome-manganous-
nickel.. The cheiacal cumposition and mechanical properties are shown in
Table 19.

According to thiti sour'ce, chromous steel with 151% Cr is the one most
commonly used in Lhe casting of propellers. The advantage of this steel
is its -hig,,. str:ength. Cor:,'osional stability of chromous steel in sea water,
cannot'L e coa-idared goo'j owinng to its tendency to develop pitting. How-
ever, tlhe corrosional rosistance of this steel is certainly higher than
hose u• lo-a..lloy •e,"i. serious shortcoming of chromous steel is its
t endency to duvclop ha: racs, ',hlich form as a result of the disruption
of normal processes of heat treatment.

Steel dcsi-n7at:ion 18..8 is ordinarily used in a heat-treated form which
insures the format-ion of austenitic stri.icture; however, the formation of
thae s,..ructure may also be obtained without thermal treatment through
stabilization of the composition through the addition of Aiobium and tan-
talum to the steel.

Corrosive resistance of the steel subjected to stabilization is some-
what loter than that of tempered steel, but it is quite adequate for the
satisfactory performance of the propeller in sea water. Steel of the 18-8
type shows some tiendency toward pitting in still water. Its over-all re-
sistance to corrosion is better than that of manganic brass. An advantage
of the 18-8 6-ype steel is also its high resistance to fatigue in sea water.
Propellers made of this steel are successfully used in North America (GuV
of Mexico), as well as in inlancL navigable waters. Such operating conditinu--,
due to corrosive effects (in many cases) of sea water and of industrial
wastes, corrosive effeatn of silt and mechanical effects typical of shallow
waters are all deemed to be especially severe.

Chromous-manganlc-nickel austenitic steel used in the fabrication of
propellers of medium dismensions designed to serve under severe conditions
was selected by the American Kcnnedy firm. Testtdemonstrated that corro-
sional resistance of this steel is equal to that of manganese brass.
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Chair,:e; Ill

DCŽ>•;1.:;•TIC SiA3:iL~gS STLLS USL2;" 71'2k FABRICATION OF
NORML'L CLASS SIII9S' PROPELLERS.

*,-.icai s.cl.• cfor . - he production of propellers and the con-
ditix, t.nder c hey are u~ impose the following requirements on

scalles stelThest,ýel riost':

I) h•:,ve si~h a ,'roar'oi and erosional resistance in sea water that
a.Eter :evoral yea.c. ofl: service thie Lurraccs of tie propeller blades should
retain their : sh.ess and rarnain free of pits which lower the
e,.~ficienay O; i. flAe propel~?I le. '

2).... t .,,uo a;,',uS, of tosUy and scarce components;

S 3) ave . ,,i,:r sar.,;iht. a,:n tatr. 0 carbon steel and, specifically,
to have , 30-35 ig/, 2,t the ezaz, time insuring ak + 200:-.: 3 kgM/cm2 ,

S..... .. t tt.17t. T.'... , .g .,)ecifications for propellers must
requirc st iiil.;y of mechanica, properties, subsequent to simple heat treat-
mcnt, anad musL e).i i'nate the v 'eqsizy of tempering in liquid mediums which
so strongly discort the ývue sha of the propellers;

4) rust have, the :cecUi fluidity and have no tendency to form hot
and cold cracks dw: ig casting;

5) must pr.it: the use of welding on :Ainor casting defects without
the necessity of pceheating the enrtire castings;

6) must be mebineablo with the use of tools made of tool steels and
alloys readily available to the mach..ne tool industry, and on the machines
coixtionly available fo the fabrication of propellers.

High-chromr, Steels Without Nickel and With
Nickel Content Up to

Un to the stafl: of rese.ach leading up to the commencement of stainless
steel propeller prod.tct:ion, the nomenclature of domestic stainless steels
suitab le io ca.s;:1rg of shapes was much more limited thet-•that of rolled
and orged staint-cs st3els which had adi'-eady gained widespread acceptance
in the industry.

Chroa•a stinles st ee most nearly Piet the requirements of mechanical
pcopervies, conl.ent of scarce components and cost, for use in the fabrica-
tion of normal class propellers. Depending upon the relative carbon and
chrome content, these steels are divided into :[1crritic and ferrito-martensi-
tic (so-ci.A':.d semi-ferrv tes), mirtensitic an' ferritic-carbide,
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Icr'it C .i~tuc:j.;i. rions duringha
* trcatmownt, J:3:.A~c" tizyi~s ~ I Their primary

crystal-l)ine ru0CLtOUZO 17CIiain. v-irt-oaliy ar, ýi result of heat
treatment, consecquenr1t-y, they cby their coarsely-crystnl-

* ~ line structur'c -! : . t: tc) ILav an iaezsing size of grain with
an ircreasea of tcmperritura abovc o"006 ink ti-~ course of welding. A
certain reductio-a :,.a sieof -raii is a* hievcA -vi'Lh the introduCtion of
nitrogen into the li1quiet st ecL, or throu,-! the acceleration of, cooling
during- the proces.-, of czvst LaitL:. Chc. size of grain incireases sharply

A.'Ith delayed cooling,

Plasti~city oC t 0- :s tool ir eswith 'In increase in
chrorme conten~t., TIis -Us veyapdiza-cl-n v-1hen Zile Chrome con~tent reachies

!16- 17%.

A3ccording Lo 7.C s.•ecz 17,~rii:'teels contcainir~g 1.3-14%

Cr hava IC' -0*4(. k-/nx-,, 3S an ,3. With a lC'-20% Cr con-

•arr-~2ifl~~u~t L~ ~~ l~t ~ '.are nas tic and ductile,
but, a::a noLce f~or th,_ir 'Ly.- v.<oxi~and ar e t-herefora suited
only for ser',ict in ~ je;i~n: 2r~r::e namshr)

but uml.uited fcr opc;altiour, Irn sciý ý7,Lr-;o-chroini.um 6ireels wi,*h
16-20% Cr COTCtn.! M rUch o-2: -oo ;-r.ca-i,,.ance, bill low plasticit~y
and ducti.lity.

~?er:ýC it i. h~e;t V2' ~ bL properties. They have
poor fluidity durý C.rl ":hc ICA; i~o a-UhK"~h~~in caatc-nt. Sup erh (a f- in g
the liquid matal ,: i.'c&ao~tstu~~yru in n increase i~n primary
granulosity, leadhing to art abrurpt drop in dLu:tillty and plasticity.

Am~ong ti,? hi-J,1.y-ai luyeA' '~ .&i-i n)a oess te the most conmonly

ferrit;lC) e~rd the~C~i~ e n c Aai a -T e p)roporti~on oiz --I rbon.
Am~ongtc± tfhc c:osL .coaoznly mves orax rL the YIf.111h3L and 21IChM3, listý-1
in GOST 2176-57 ar GsW~o ihaly~tehwith specianl proper tiec'V24/.

JM !:hc cojitiý; of-~: e~~~~ !thýcsxI undergo transformations
pla ,:t .al !,a Vh.C ii-fat.'i P~dc I~~ ha ~mamrtorsi~tic steels; due to
this, ai 1c-.-ively ill'.- le-vc.l wi gý plao;ticity and ductility -'s ob-
ta~ined.

Thein~cm~;. bŽncote i. c co.,,pred with tbat of ferritic
steels, incr.nr,!-3a 4 :Jvidity, %Jri*le, tirtc cocrosio.n resistance is lowered'
clue to tbe form:'LtIon~'Tciios~ ds Carbideas reduce the chrome corn-
centration 5in a1lid sol-utio-a becamse their C*100fie content is considerably
g,.c-Ler tLrin ~.~io' ca-rbor&. T~or Intn~,Jn t~he carbide, composition

L.., C. Ont -mh1s ' 17 L-.1Us 6 thin, t~hat off carbon~. Increase
th-% atouxnt OfT Ch:onS uiC.)irbi03dL- alo :..O%.mAcr the ductility and elasticity

of ste.Ll.
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Lc~::~i e 2 n c carbon content, it is
~ ~;>i~i 's' rte: Th-errit ic stutreb

1A, *ý. r;, 044 -~ .. vI C zý o ý Lc -C e~i thus also obtaining
bet:te-, Cor.%OS~.IOr k

)rn t'he U z C,:ý5 O Cl tp T~U 20 ara widely used for thet
p~c.:ic~~ t c'~i~n,~ C~ h' 4.WLctr~~~ though they teoo have.soma

chcJ:r V :L". ag. P, L D, VA.siliC!V, they ar-P prone to produce mis-

Acc-.-di,, In 1. TX*,Kiau.v, aInd C. I . Ba hi na /:L5/, us ed,ý in large cast--
S t'his -ic- :i.Itne'e tcw~ud halterog-eity Dlanife~stoed by fluctuations

in~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tevlc : - ;, ln oncmeio nspecially, impact
tou hn 11 C ~-S 0; -.1:L 2? ,-Ibe Uqut i.~c-n off Ihrme and carbon. 1Are's ýof

cn C.,I~uCe. ']n.' rlitror~iousý 'zarb~idel Ca,ýn be observed in the castings.

:z~~ ~ ~~ t: F-ýnn o

Such plarXel!44 Inr maos t. ca.SP.sea ±r~ Pno t even eliminated: by
Ine aU trtea!- 1 .- Of dual orc t ripl 1 Mair t`emipering a t 1050O3.1500;

as revult o.E xvhich, -pla.:ti'c lyroperrlics. are improved onlys li~ghtly.

cin, u.)p of3 (i.!eect. in custiv.-s made ofa this steel is extrecmely dif-
C.Cjc1!*Lilt1A zo ~ s iL can onl, be made w-Lth the cstings heatedt

A eo f cf:'i. of tha-z chrmilous stes containing 12-14.5% Cr.
o~ h~ ~Qi3T-ty~c-:~c~,is thair incl'ination toward pitting

COr-roi;ijn, j.- a lr .t~houI211 the 1vr. loss Iof: weight-is.. slight. ýAc--
ccp-rding t:,.) A. )k. i~~o 1,h a verz~re, depth of corrosive pits: in e
.w1:cx is5 a,-ol :uc 0.2 Per ycaý . Kh voever wi th a small .average
rat:ý c.f ccirrr.si.o)n, r1p*,1:Y l't , e u f 011.s Stet Sustalin1 deep. local Idamage,ý which

zL;c~Iy the ztrcnga~h of VhL productt. _1 vnrold' steel' of this
CO~lL sc' N~r , i. ',& of s fotund, to- be 'unsuitable.

.ior usis:ini : wýz1:clo.it e4;, to t"13 avare pczix i o the ,s h a fi3 (even . ith
pro,.ective dovii~e.- 1.inLal~led in the vessels) 'Ehiis cor'ros'ion, isv especially
virulunt wtt.h rute growth of calcileroi's deposits on the surfaces of-the
O'Cal parts,
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~:. ~ ~ ::~S I~strengtlh and

I~evu~rtheles it
LI; J½ U_.':. 1A. t .~,.~., ,~ r~ ~ ie for this

~ ~ .~: ., L I ].~ctc in COST 2176-57.

?L J :': k... c..v~:.L.2~ Cr, including Ydhl7N2,
vz~s o t CiILO. i.: :: I) Zi~ .. Q vcsiitr For e::arnple,

*~~~~~~e~ý c. -rd~* ';, v~ . I. Rostovt~seva(icol-
'~~~rat~~~on~ r~~, c,, o.> sI .2) ,'4 t *(a.InIess stcŽel 225K18'l hy

i.~ Li~:~.~:~< . .L ~ U.J. Z '0." .O. 4n; 1.7-20% Cr. Ac-
c~od:L:~ o ~ I ~~. . .. ~ y:cro:_ r:oa , :cýistan~ce, but an extrem-

~~~~c1 .. tw (., a~z:/J & v.:~~ b' etibs h -the p o ssi-
IiL~ci. odh, .* .... n o~ UtOXCf -ropellars was

~~~~1~~~~'o-iov ra. e:.c 's -Lk . -u:'.7 OL OJj7 ts. 's to Steels

CO'~j.i:.)''C V- CC: .,y -ot.o~ ; low. rpc sI-rantth, also
i"I'vc: ~ ~ ~ lcw LC ý,%c-: aovsk /-4./, *sfeel. contain-

Thc;0.2-0.2% . *.. 2:.ca~ wih o accliionof I.,rogen, had an
z~~z~o J. * rtoly C. 05 rgN/M .

* .. . ;a~z~ ew~aseof it, furnishes a
c~'tin (hUU<~*.. . ý. ,I.astic and strength character-

L~~ ~S t:.A ~LC: rl-., crozic canten." are noted for

nreresul ting
-wi:L ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~s* i;0-3 G.i~C.......... ... : :..:w~z .; a casting, DS

;;ci1 ~~; j~.lC,~.....~ *.~., .c' i~ ~ iringchlorline ions

~ .~. ~ 'm .. C . . .. i.f~jIXL K C.Q-.-kL-e .i.ho vecassity
f~or mci.ni y , ~ ~ A~vrOf: celanients, including

c v 'r pi :" .a"1: Os c i -.. zg"' *s.k .. .ozi0ou:; tairlens ste als1 alloyed with

Ac~.I i'tO N.f.~'oiid A 9/ _iJ2 ic oz copper redically d~creases
~hc~C~.: ~:co;; o-:in i~ ~:½ouss: in ",-crssve surroundings." Anoaic'

* *....*...*a i, VC.5ilt o' sec.-jdary anodic ?olarization,
o~u~A b1 c'... c~' .c; ~ ~i.t}~xIc oi.'o L'ie surface o' the

A~cccrc iiL .- 0. 61c~o i-Lc r- o3 -.iin ofj eveon 1 % C u s ub -
n tci C .i n:....~c~:o& La~b of chbr~ou,,o steels and utakes

ir~imor..: c:.:. ý ~m'~s :i ~ ?opczties after heat treat-
;n~n. 'I.~.If t.~;' nCiV'ts ~ te'ý I'con-ficia"C affects of -copper which

cor~~t~c~~,i:.~:; n' -.-iIcool ~ on rp ies in the different

i:' .. 2 iwc~~An ý:_ AA. A-aL'kov /2/, addittions of 1.%
t -o 0 .iL ~-j .~ -lan ~ifcts itsel t chief ly by the fact

Z: o uu.* 011 It ~Lh w.1vv.rirgC.M11ositions acqjuire approximately

J in /,15/, copper da-

-~ '7 7, '7'4 ...



chromocuprous

cot-n copper
~e~bu~ has a low

*.r~c.mztan such sree's have
* L'. c: nored for their poor

.:7 ~ ~ r~d F. F. LRhimfoushin
-;teel having 15% Cr

C' guion I <h4ITD.

ez;1c w,!, car~ried cut by
A. E . K~. Remizova, and the

.~~~ st, : .~.~ci.es Stel,-, suitable

.p.~~ .i~ 'o~'-at~a: sea-wyater durability
i-i ~be i~rrproved corrosional

Y* y 'V , ). ... .z;'rdncke' , the research was
.1 ~ . .~ ~. cA ~~usstainless st-eel.

u, . 'o- inductive furnaces and
~.'i4,~. . ui...~~.t:%. course of developing

.. z oportions on the
.~~~~~~~~~~ ii~J.~*~.........': c~rbon iromn 0.05 to 0.207%

... '20i. 1>* ;', .ic: &ro~ .ir~c L. .to 1.5%; niclkel fromi 1.2 to 27.;
cc:.. U~'~~ ~ h~; c, c et:-L., in alI cases amounted to

-,~~ as.3 L-..s.: with the increase
'v.Y~~ic n)~ g,2C rz nh cor, esponded to a

C , d c -:L~!5 i.in. i~'p strent can, be al-
"J o* .)v r n~ 1: 0.V.C Ti tca.dcncy was particularly

~~'o~~ur c.. -- i.- rbon content and a Si con-

.twn t- f~Atsof 12.5 to 15% had
V.L:A. *... .. /....~x ; .No M~aterial/ effect on

* IL *~ ~: a~a. ..cŽ~v.riations in nickel and

,I. .,i... ro~~c~a .zta:*.n less steel

-7 ).1 C; 0.4c.; j:-y. ,, .l5Zii 1.2 -1.,6' Cu. The selected
~cr ~.ti':m. .;.).iA1' ~;~.v: 3. 5~ t~z -h.~'iv.,n car. *.n content

. .. -c' .. ~~i:v 12-12 .5" C(j in the solid
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:3I~t~g.2to f' austanite ir. th~e
- ~I'~%T 'M tec4. ?ralliniary heat-

Li1- :o:C, o !3,0 LAigures c the c Iurves
clar~o- - nrýcant of Cisintearated

-, ~ ... i; -''-&.~ 7L;. ",or,
4  

from, a tem-

~;; 7.t~ t:nz:i~ ha(wn. in Fig.
5-12.

C; . 0 00.

In~.~' ~~ :~r. ~ 31r:o r tue!..'r ponc.ns, their hardness
11..:; oz red W IL.t a ~- appairaa:n. 71h. re.~ultS ox xmcasurnement s apIp .enr in

I c't. ther-_'! 1'. untra-t.ci L L.L.tz- tla rt!cture of -1Khl4ND steel
A C.onnists o:.- -mci: artacrisito with rnre-as of' chromous ferrite, border-

eei. carbidas of chrnrme around their parif."ay. "Zxistan ce of such as struc-

i nskrn-c an zdeuatelly high strangth and lov~ plasticity and ductility,
tv iht tl-o. i cotr,- i-n thi; cae. amoi-nt t:o,: 80 kgi=2 ;

vi./12. 4" 1 t7 k,,-%,r3I
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Fig. 5. -crostructure of~ s~~N stC.-el
in a therma2.1y untrcatc6 Stt. X 500.

F i. 6. Mcrostruct -re c'. l{hi4ND st cel.
afbter tempering from 1C000J; x 5C0.

Figs. 7. 14!ýcro st ruet.ure of '-YlK14CXD steel

"ater te=,eroing from 10CC0 an' racnalir.ng m00; X 7-0.
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A

Fig. 8. icrcstructurc of sŽ4~ tool af~ter tem~-

pering from 10000 and annjalling 40C0 ,x 500
*.. , -.

* /

Fig. 9. .:icrostructure of l1h1i4'D stoo1 after tcm-
paring from 100C0  and a. na.cinr. 5000 ; X 300.

/ . .

, , . .

0 M.. ,crot ,ruc r, of I c.- to" -pcring from 10CC0° and en .1ing 500 ; X 300.

I.. . . . . . . ... ''. , . ,
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-. 1A

Fig. 11. ?.liorostructure of~ 1!.h14,ND stoeel after
tempering from 10000 and annea~ling 6800; X 300.

X,.

e

Fig. 12. Mirsrutr ofIh4Dste fe

temprin from 1000 an *St**an 750 X O

0 CZ

Fig.13.ffect 12. ticrmltretturen o± oeS OUl41 steel afterohao
struturltcmpoerngs ofro 00 arl4d steel:in I~ ; X 500.-orb

II ferie
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Annealing at 6000 leads to a further increase in the rate of trans-
formation of martinsite into sorbite and, probably, to coagulation of
dispersed copper occlusions. Hardness of ferrite and sorbite decreaaes.
The yield point and ultimate tensile strength are substantially lowered.
Elongation, necking down and impact strength values grow higher.

After annealing at 680-7000 the structure consists of coagulated
sorbite and isolated grains of ferrite. Sorbite hardness drops down to
283 units. The lower values of yield point and tensile strength, highest
necking down,*elongation and impact strength also develop at the same
time.

Increase in the annealing temperature to 7500, that is to 40% above
point Acl, probably leads to partial formation of austenite and to its
subsequent transformation into martensite during cooling. Hardness, yield
point and ultimate tensile strength all increase. Elongation, necking
down and impact strength values decrease.

In addition to the above investigation of the effects of annealing
temperature on the mechanical properties of 1Khl4ND steel, subsequent to
tempering, its mechanical properties were checked only after annealing'
with no preliminary tempering. This revealed extremely low values of im-
pact strength, elongation and necking dawn (a - 1 kgM/cm2 ; cf,- 4%).
It should be said that the use of annealing a one cannot be recommended
for the lKhl4ND steel, not only because of the low resulting mechanical
characteristics, but because such a method of heat treatment does not pro-
duce a maximum transition of alloying elements into the solid solution
and leads to an inferior corrosion resistance, compared to that obtainable
through tempering followed by annealing.

During the investigation of lKhl4ND steel, the effect of cooling rates
of tempering and annealing on its mechanical properties were also ascer-
tained. The types of heat treatment and mechanical properties obtained
with different rates of cooling are presented in Table 22.

It was determined that the mechanical properties do not differ ma-
terially with tempering in water or in air. A reduction in plasticity and
in impact strength occurs with additional slowing 6f cooling process in
tempering. This reduction was established at a cooling rate of 700 C/hr.
With slower cooling after annealing, the steel shows no tendency to develop
annealing brittleness.

Because it is possible for propeller blades to be above water during
short periods of time (in cruising unloaded), that is, exposed to the atmos-
phere at below, zero temperatures (in northern waters), and with considera-
tion of the pc-sibility of the vessel being icebound in winter, tests to
determine the '.mpact strength to lkhl4ND steel were made at a temperature of
-10°. The te: :s were made with specimens cut from trefoil-shaped stock,
40 mm in crosj-section, cast of metal taken from production smeltinga
weighing 3-4 7, liquified in 2 and 3-ton basic electric arc furnaces.
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Specimens from 31 heats were tested, rereesening met-J used in cstisgwhole propellers and individuat blades. anedical composi~;o, of chase smelt-ings and 2meir mechanical properties met the requirements of the specifica-
tion for wKhllND steel.

Hinimu5 values of i0pact strength at mt0c were as follows: in onemelting 3 kgMi/cm2 ; in two others 3-7 kgM.1cr• 2 and in 28 others, over 7 kgH/cm2.In addtion, the temperature of critical b~ttleness (Tk) of the steel 1 was "
also checked.

1. It was established that the temperature of critical brittleness
equals -40o (at that temperature ak > 3 kgM/cm ).

Because the thickness of the blades and the hubs of Y--e propellersin some places reaches 250 •m, the mechanical properties of !Khd4ND werechecked on specimens cut from thick ingots. Slabs 150, !75 and 250 m•inthickness, as well as a molded blade of variable cross-se~.ton, from 40 to
250 m thick, were cast for use in these tests.

The dimensiona and cast weight of slabs and of themolded blade are
shown in Table 23.
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The choice of sha- 3 aud dimensions of castings for testing was made in
view of the need of determining the effect of wall thickness of a costing
on the mechanical properties of the steel. In making the molded blade
specimea, an effort was made to approximately duplicate the cooling condi-
tions prevailing in castings of propellers in the molds and in the course
of their heat r-eatment. To this end. the approximate ratio of surface of
molded blade to its volume duplicated that ex..sting in the basic sections
of propellers of large icebreakers.

Specimens for the physic3l tests were cut out from various sections
of the model blade. Patterns for cutting out specimens from thick stock
are shown in Fig. 14-17.

S-ecimen stock was subjected to heat treatment along schedules pre-
viously established for I14h4h1D steel: tempering frow 10000; cooling in
air and 44-A"zealing at 6800, fotlowea by cooling in air.

For slabs 150 rm thick, the following scheme of heat treatment was 'used:

a) tew~ering in air fro. 10000; exposure at 1000O - 4 hours;

b) two annealings at 6800 with cooling in air; first exposure - 6
hours, and the second one - 10 hours.

T•e slab was cast of steel with the £ollowing che-icea compositioni
(smelted in 3-ton 4asic arc electric furnoce): 0.U4 C; 0.32% Si; 0.49%

SDIn; 14.40% Cr; 1.62" XNi; 1.48% C.

The results of the physical tests are shown in TabLe 24. .s seen from
the data. properties of steel on specimanb cut from the 150 x 150 x 200
slab were sufficiently high and virtually the lame as those ootained from
spcAmens male of standard, trefoil-shaped stock of 40 = cross section.

* Typically, the mechanical properties of material from the middle of a
"castin 's section did not (!"fer from those determined at the surfice.

___
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Fig. 14. Scheme cr cutting Fig. 15. Scheme for cutting
specimens from very thick stock, specimens from very thick stock.

150 mm slab thickness 250 mm slab.

Stock shown in Fig. 15-17 was cast of steel with the following compo-
sition: 0.1%'C; 0.32% Si; 0.44% Mn; 14.89% Cr; 1.41% Ni; 1.53% Cu

Tempering, as in the case of the preceeding smelt, was zarried out from
1000° witih subsequent air cooling (exposure at 10000 was 4 hours). Only one
annealing was used, at 6800 held for 10 hours, followed by air cooling.

The results of mechanical tests are shown in Table 25. From this data
it is seen that the yield point and ultimate tensile strength of all speci-
mens, both the ones cut from slabs and from the model blade, met the require-
mants set for trefoil-shaped stock of 40 =m cross-section. Exceptions were
th-individual deviations typical of large ingots. In all cases the ulti-
mate t.-nsion was not lcss than 64-65 kg/mm2 , with 62 kg/mm2 - the normal
value for this steel, while the yield point was as low as 47-49 only on a
few specimens, with 50 kg/=m2 being normal.

Elongation, necking down and the Impact strength values of individual
specimens of 250 mm thickness were comparatively low. To improve plastic
and ductile properties, the remainde:r of the cast stock was subjected to a
ý :.:ond heat treatment. The cutting -pattern for these specimens is' shown
in fig. 18 and 19.
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A specimen cut from a slab 250 x 250 m in cross section, stamped BA,
'ias subjected to a seoond annealing at 660-7000 for a period of 10 hours.
Specimens stamped BKi and DKh went through a second tempering and anneal-
ing. Their mechanical properties after this treatment are shown in Table
26.

From Table 26 it is seen that the elonation, necking down and impact
strength indicators have substuanially improved even after the second an-
nealing and had reached the standards set ,ior this type steel, as derived
from standard stock of 40 =i thickness. The fact that a second annealing,
without preliminary homogenizatioii, materially improved the mechanical
properties, proves that the originally obtained lower values are independ-
ent of the nature of initial crystalization.

After the first heat treatment, a complete ci.'bide network was ob-
served in the structure along the borders of the ferrite grains and on an
appreciable portion of carbides within these grzins.

A similar structure can be normally found in specimens having low in-
dexes o. imact strength and plasticity. An i-prov.-Ment in these properties
can :, achieved by resorting to repeat ;nneaiiin-. Typically, the first 150
x ....ick slab tested shcwing high indexes of plasticity and impact strength

had ',•cen annealed twice.

- ~ r 40_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



The possibility of attaining th zequired levels of impact strength and
plasticity through the use of a seco.`A annealing at 6800, without a second
tempering, was establi.-•ed through co,'siderable practical expe.-ience with
heat treatment of heats szmelted in 2-, 3-, 5-, and 10-ton electric arc
furnaces. 1 . The level of :zechanical properties of lKhl4ND steel, determined
from 3-4 ton prodiction hceat-s achieved during the last year and a half of a
plant's operation is shown in Table 27.

1. Factors producing Lhe necessity for a second annealing,and the
processes in taking place in its course, aie discussed in more detail
in Chapter V.

Corrosion Resistance of 11il4ND Steel. A check was made to determine
iKhl4hD steel'.s reýiistance to:

a) 0-7 -cng 1L:0an corro.ioi;
b) crrcsioa dUri-nig irnmersicon in still water, specimens isolated

fron c:ach other;

c) corrosion in arture betwean specimens in contact with each
other, i; ersicd in still water.

Flowing scream corrocsicn cests were made on 145 mm diameter, 1.6-2 mm
Lhick disks (S'ig. 20), instailcd in groups of 3 on a vertical spindle device.

The specimens w•,ra rotated 1t 1400 r,,ua in a special tank filled with
synthetic sea water of a cormposition si,:ilar to that of the Pacific Ocean.
Four par.itions were installed in t"he t:ank, to reduce the motion of water
caused by tne roi:o.ticn of &'e disks. onito sleeves 40 mm high were
placed on the spind!c to separaee h Ciks rom each other. The length
of the test (rotation) of :mles was 500 hours.. To test the effects of
Uelding on corrosional s-..bility so..•e of the disks were cut from previously
welded stock.

Tests of cozrosion du-'in•, staric ir-...on in sea water were made on
samples 25 ru in diasccer a, -2 .5 =x thick.

Tests of aperture corresin -:are als-o :-e on specimens having d-25
mms, fastened ii pairs with viz'yl chloride insulated wire. The gap between
specimens was formed because of the loose *;t over the total surface. The
sam..ples Lcsb.d consised both of iCh14..D steel .n contact with each other
and of lICnl4MND 2teet sxmnles in cont;cr with mare highly alloyed stainless
Steel :J Wiicl~ 0-110r terzials (I.t:nZh 55-3-1 brass; ebonite; carbon steel).
Thie duration oF tcSLS rongcd fro-a 3500 to 6000 hours.

'Iesultt of to: _s to deLz-_i,.ue flowing water corrosion resistance of
llih4XD szeel s arq li.-;ed in 'i" ble 28 which, for comparison purposes,
also gives simit4 Uat, f.r carfoor steel, L,!tsZh 55-3-1 brass -used in pro-
pellerz and for 2-K3 s~ain~ess steel

.,c,:ults of tests to determine aperture corrosion of specimens-in con-
t.-ct and of corrosicn resistance during static immersion, oat of contact,
.:e given in Table 29.
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Levolsz of'L r;canica1' proper'vica of' >2Q to~l obtained from indus-

~'kg/um .... 68 > 62 > 6 >50 <5
nuber of' hents, 4.7 .

Skg/m= 2 ..... 80 >74 > 69 > 62 < 62*

nube cLhot3 -4 65.6 99.6 0.4
IY **~***~ >62 > >48 <4 <40

ja .e.). . . . . . . . . >2 49~ >. 40 <

number of' heata, -7 72. 97. 2.22

2

a '

Tc~it> 12r >1'n 0~c rs~ 2~ztdneosoefrpo

Droui~i~ in va'Lf clazti.cn~ =,ar ult=- Cr ( .m rcs OI an ca only.l

a 'cs lto hrocunco'~r t aneain, ta-ý for tir.; matches: ofa irtab-

Irc-..; fr zhcs-Dr~, matche that eiiube Ivs 1ae
ly .'.cd 1ýM4IDwieta o .. e I ~ oe
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Specimens of 2.0,3 steel. 3iowed visibl evidence of corrosive damage,
not only on the covered .rf-acfz (csn i:,-t sulrfaces), but also on the open
ones. The nature of the dazmge itseji -,,:t noticeably different: specio
mens were pitted much more deeply on the contact faces. The epth of
pitting reached 1.5 nm, while on the !ICU4ND specimens it did! not exceed
O.08M.05 mm.

Corrosion-fatigue resistance of 1 T1h1LYD steel. In the course of
service, propellers are exposed to the ccucurrent effects of corrosion-
ally active sea water and strese reversals, that is, they operate under
corrosive fatigue conditions.

/ '

/\\

//

NN

Fig. 21; Disk specimen of carbon, steel after being tested
-for flowing w~aer corrosiorn durin. 500 hours.

Due to this, one tth, mosi '• proj rties of material used in
propellers is its eriduralice limit (fe'tigua 'Limit) for simultaneous effects
of load reversa.'. jaOc a corrooive medium onf the inet~al, Today, in some in-
stances of desi-n~ig prop elle1 for st~ren-t0 (for iustance. in designing
VRSh), the limit of endurnce of the asteel uradtr corrosive conditions is
a fundamental design co.side:tecoun.

The limit of corrosivo enllir;n, e is considered to be that maximum
stress whicis does no-- yet prodei failure due to the effect of a set number
of load cycles in a given corrosive medium

Figure 22 shows the resultng curves representing corrosion-fatigue
t.ests made by TsNIIXF asociatues with the use of ,ethods that they had de-
v.loped. Tests were carried out on specimens having d - 10 mm. As com-
parisons, the curves are ,plotted for Khl4N1), 2Kil3N, and 18DGS steels.

, -m-• V.



2~ 2. Results of' corn-
a c~ive corrosion-fatigue

Iie t V WE7 lIK-4N, 2Xh13N
and ISDCS steels.

K 1 1 Tal=h4~ tested in air;

7 I2- I!CiIND in a 3%~ solu-I tion of NaCI;

I I'\/ 3 21Ch13N tested in air;

"Z Sh3 irt a 3%/ solution

* I'IN a CS air.

S a:iT!iS of ;.h 2,Kh13N and 1YZsto&ý.es wcza cut out of tlhte blades
ofahdolic turji;,e, wh~ile; the 1:t,.al4ND s3:-eciza~ns, from a u0 -tilck

As e~CZ fr om t 11, d a nz t Ie i~imi c`f co-rosior~al endurance of 1ih14N
"stc'c i~rin t C.7,tS !)35~ C.OLIA0 cycies i 25 kzx~2in air and 16 kg/r'm 2

i n 3',,s 1ut 4.o n o f *N'ýC . The 211.3%'%1-')N tested on the basis of 10
in a-ir 'k-:d nn col-Uraica limit Oil 221 =.-,2  During tests in a 37%

111so 11~ Zan4c :1. -c.ased fu of cycls, the limit of fa-igue
i ndI.c at ors w cýr.1Lo i i1,y 1 ower (a~o ndrc,2 b ase) a s was th e case
w LB t..:i .1t''1 lSs ~tr u c t- I s e.'i '.?roocbly ~h~indicated low corro-
S107Ion rz- f~o2~ s.)c2G7cns , c,:: -from t-he blades, is
a*Uriý*butablc rio- o-nly to it-, co ,-o~iition., but* '-, the specific, character
of i7 cv:LaLit.oni large, eastin-s.

l'I1 N t 0 11dI ' .- f- -

~~~4 J-.. 6'~4~sclu~e h fet of cavitation. I n
-racticv Lhe:Q are lnoTýrn cases of e::tremcly raiid breakdown of pro-'allers
doto rzhc dcstruictive zaction of cavitetion. , - dazag,,e :-an be avertad

c:-ic-Uy thuoug-h'adO,)Lijo ofA structural maasur-cs '(chan-e 0in the shape of
thc pr-ccýn r thz, ontiiae u-I2 theI vessel's ,,tcrn, etc.), however, anI ~ :.)r~\z~e~in the p~~lcsrasistance to the ef.-Lects of cavitation

C! r L A be-~ achieved throu,.- ',he adopt-ion of more durable
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Many investigators have studied the nature of cavitational damage.
The most thorough exposition of this problem appears in L. A. Glickman's
book -Corrosive-Mechanical Strength of Metals 7 . According to this study,
the deterioration results from the mechanical action of "hydraulic im-
pacts" produced by the closure of cavitational bubbles on the surface of
the metal, as well as by the corrosional process.

It is considered established that corrosion, acting in combination
with cyclic mechanical influences, causes destruction of metals.

The extent of the metal's resistance to cavitational effects depends
on a number of factors, including the composition of the metal. Brasses,
bronzes and stainless steels, especially austenitic ones, are much more
resistant to such damage than cast iron and carbon steels. Materials
having greater hardness and strength present better resistance to ef-
fects of cavitation at equal levels of corrosional resistance.

Endurance tests made by Prof. L. A. Glickman and candidate of tech-
nical science Y. E. Zobachev, on a magnetostrictive vibrator demonstrated
a higher resistance of lKhl4ND steel as compared to carbon steel and
LMtsZh 55-3-1 brass (Table 30). It was typical of lKhl4ND steel that,
afcer tempering at 10000 with a hardness NV = 388, it had a considerably
better resistance to cavitational damage than was the case after tempering
and annealing at a hardness NV = 217.

Results of natural tests of propellers madea of lKhl4ND steel. The
lKhl4ND stainless steel has been widely used during the last few years
for the fabrication of normal class propellers.

Propellers cast of this type of steel are being used in the atomic-
powered icebreaker LENIN, ships of the SLAVA whaling flotilla, the
diesel-electric ships OB and LENA, which participated in Antarctic expe-
ditions, in new domestic-built whaling ships and in a number of over-
hauled ships of our merchant marine. The maximum diameter of a unit-
cast propeller made of lKhl4ND steel was 5.2 M.

Of much interest are the results of inspections of propellers made
of IKhl4ND steel for use on 500-hp seagoing tugs, operating in the Black,
Baltic, and Barents Seas. The propellers were examined after different
lengths of service, ranging from one to six years.

Operating conditions differed. Some of the tugs cruised in ice-
filled waters for a long period of time. A few of the propellers showed
evidence of impact on rocks; there were dents and chips along the edges
of the blades. However, none of the propeller , including theones which
have been in service for six years at the time of the inspection, showed
any visible evidence of corrosional deterioration.

As a comparison, the propeller of the same type of tug, made of 25L
carbon steel was examined at the same time. This propeller showed cor-
rosional pitting 3-4 mm deep, after only some seven months of service in
the Barents Sea.
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Co.parativc resistance to caviationc1 ý.ction in sca wrater of
carbon stcol, L•ts-M- - "t-cl.

2,.-- •hour am ?.c hl5-D s l.in `

- . . ...... . . . . . .... --- - t.-.- .... .... .. .. ..-

Carson S;toe'i.Cn'% C).. L7U.. 9 .

6.0 .0L1d

.:Khl4ND steci
after tc terian in

o ICcOJ (NI 5388 9.7 '12.0 14.07

..ter te.-erinr in air 1.7.1 1

1& , 0 1

a.nd a.nea-inz- 680o 70.5 27.6 7.

V 2- 217)

Similar findings were made during inspection of assembled propellers
of the diesel-electric ships OB and LENA after cruising one and three
years respectively in the Antarctic.

The comparatively high sea water corrosion resistance of propellers
made of l(-l4ND steel, together with the beneficial effects of its com-
position's properties can to a large exte~it be attributed to the bene-
ficial action of the protection system installed in the vessels, and to
the protective action of the outlines of the stern portion of the hull,
built of structural steels whose potential is much lower than that of
lKhl4ND steel.:

Uses of lpil4ND steel. In a number of seas, especially during pro
tracted inactive periods, there is a formation of marine growth over the
submerged parts of a ship, including the propellers. Stainless steel
propellers are likewise subjecw to this type of growth. Narrow apertures
(gaps) form between the layer of marine growth and the surfaces of the

poiinspoete a oalre Aetb trbtdt h ee
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blades. Due to stagnation of sea water in these gaps, and the lack of
free access of cxygen needed for the maintenance of the inhibiting
layer on the surface of the stainless steel, there arises a favorable
medium of development of corrosive processes. As a result of aperture
corrosion, damage in the form of pitted areas, or individual spots, ap-
pears on these surfaces. The number and extent of these ble-ishes varies
widely, depending upon the aperture corrosion tendency of the material.

In steel not strongly inclined toward aperture corrison the damage
may be insignificant, but in steels susceptible to such corrosion it may
be of very significant magnitude.

Tests indicate that machined plates (quality of machining \-, -, 6)
of lKhI4ND steel, continuously immersed in the Black Sea for six months
were covered with calciferous deposits several millimeters thick. After
removal of the deposits, individual pits approximately 0.5 mm deep could
be observed on the surfaces of the plates. This, as well as the results
of the laboratory tests described above, confirm the tendency of lKhl4ND
steel toward aperture corrosion.

The presence of such individual pits on the surfaces of normal class
propellers is acceptable and does not materially reduce their operational
properties. These proellers have unfinished surfaces and, in accordance
with standing specifications, isolated rough spots and shallow pits of
appreciable dimensions are permitted on the surfaces of such blades.

The situation is different in the case of certain propellers of
the highest class, the surfaces of whose blades must be ground or polish-
ed, according to standard specifications; presence of corrosional pits
0.5-1.0 mm deep on such surfaces is inadmissible.

Beccuse of the pos-ibility of an extended lay-over of ships, the
probability of formation of marine growth on highest class propellers
and a resultant situation favorable to aperture corrosion should be colt
sidered. Apertural corrosion can also occur in the clearances between
the propeller and shaft (if the latter is made of stainless steel) and'
between the propeller and its fairing. Consequently, the fabrication
of highest type propellers for particularly critical service conditionc,
preference should be given to stainless steels having a better apertural
corrosion resistance than that of lail4ND.

It should be noted that lIKhIl4ND steel, in addition to beitig suitable
for normal class propellers, can also be used in those propellers of the
highest class which do not require especially high standards of blade
finish, such as propellers of certain merchant and service vessels. The
probability of wider utilization of lKhI4ND steel in the production of
other propellers of the highest class can only be established upon the
accumulation of more practical experience uith propellers made of .this
steel on high-speed vessels.
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CIAPTER IV

DOMESTIC STAINLESS STEELS USED FOR THE PRODUCTION OF THE
HIGHEST CLASS SHIPS' PROPELLERS.

Stainless steel of high durability for use in propellers of the
highest class must be able to meet the following basic requirements:

1) have a yield point in tension and compression not less than
(preferably somewhat higher than) those of high-strength brass (LAMtsZh
67-5-2-2 typc) and alloyed aluminum bronzes for use in propellers (that
is, t 25-30 kg/mm2 ), and at the same time have adequate plasticity
and toughness;

2) have corrosion resistance in still and in flowing sea water not
lower than that of brasses and bronzes used in propellers;

3) have a minimum tendency toward corrosional pitting of the Mlade
and hub surfaces of propellers;

4) have no tendency toward intercrystalline corrosion or corrosional
cracking under propeller service conditions;

5) be able to resist cavitational damage better than the brasses
and bronzes used in propeller;

6) contain no significant quantities of expensive and scarce com-
ponents (nickel, molibdenum, etc.);

7) possess good casting properties (fluidity, freedom from cracking,
etc.). permitting casting of propellers in accordance with ordinary
technical procedures. Mechanical properties and corrosional resistance
must be obtainable through heat treatment not requiring cooling subsequent
to tempering in liquid mediums. Should permit the repair of casting flaws
by normal welding procedures, without resorting to preheating;

8) must permit machining of propellers with the use of available
machine tools ane the use of cutting tools made of materials available
to the industry.

With regard to corrosive resistance, the above requirements are also
met by a number of stainless steels listed in GOST 2176-57 for 7astings
of high-alloy steel (KhlSN9TL, Khl8Nl2M43TL, Kh25NI9C21, etc.). However,
these have the following important faults, making them unsuitable for use
in propellers. These steels:

a) have low strength characteristics; guaranteed yield point of the
Khl8N9TL steel is 20 kg/mm2 dnd those of the Khl8Nl2M3TL and Kh25Nl9C2L
steels 22 and 24 kg&.2 respectively;

b) they coatain a large amount of nickel (8-20%); in addition,
lhI8Nl2M3TL steel has 3-4% Mo.
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Literature -i-:,s .ces 3- :he use o- fC•.2535 type stainless
steel for the production of the hig;.-t class propellers. However, this
steel has low flowability, due tn its high chrome content, which zompli-
cates production due to the required addition of 35-407. ferrochrome in
the course of casting.

According to Y. A. Nehendzy, Xh25N5 steel is brittle in untreated
form, due to separation of ^' -phases and carbides. Experience has shown
that castings made of this steel have low plastici:y and ductility, as
well as comparatively low strength. For example, steel with the follow-
ing chemical composiLion was smelted in a 3-ton arc furnace: 0.11/. C;
1.80% Si; 0.657. Mn; 23-257. Cr; 5.37% Ni; 0.30% Ti; 0.217. V. In order to
obtain the optimum mechanical properties, a number of heat treatments
were triad out. Results of mechanical tests after various types of heat
treatmunt (Table 31), demonstrate that with all the various cycles of
tempering in air and in water, and with use of annealing, the impact
strength was within limits of 1-2 k.g,,/cm2 .

From available information, steel of the 25-5 type is also not used
abroad to any extent in the fabrication of propellers.
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CIKO,-NICKEL-CLROLS STA TP',SS STEELS
OqlI7N3G4D2T and Oil6:4D4T

Structure Ln-' Mechanical Properties. A number of investigators have
z;ade attempts to find Lhe stainleS' steOls •t suited for usc in highest
class propellers, ones having a m-inimum tendency tcward pitting and
apertural corrosion in sea water.

As a result of restarch carried oic by tý:e authors in collaboration
with Sc. candidate A. M. 1:eingarten and V. K. Kou-rianova, A new austenitic-, " 1 .A L ' ...... al -djust-
fcrritic steel has been developed, ksignte& C.Il34 , ajs an
rient made in the composition of ei rer -ionz-i-, reinforced OchI6N4T steeli
with an inncrease of up *o O.I 7 in carDon. cLcn t.L The chemical ccmpCsi-
tion cnd mechanical proer=•s oz these sti es are presented in Tables
32 and 33.

1. Dr. of S,. L.ý1 A. C¢ickaar. ind Candidaes of Sc. Y..E. Zobachev
and L. N. Souproun aud En-r. a--. N. Kostrov partic:ipated in
the work.

Stecl desi-nt ,.-CK.17N3G-D2T is of the austeno-ferriLic 7voe. The
amount of austenite is within 55-70%.

In a cast state, wiZ,• no heat trcatment, the microstructui. of this
steel consists of austenite, ferrite and a considerable amount 2: carbides
along the borders of the ferritic granules (Fig. 23), The ce" idcs become
dissolved upon heating to 1000-10500 under Austenizaticn (F 4. 2,.
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Annealing to 5000 croducez; no visible changes in the structure of the

aust enized specimen. Further heating to 550-6000 produces a considerable

fall-out of carbides around the ferrite granules (Fig. 25), and the com-

ponent whose nature is so-far insufficiently well understood. With the

raising of heat treatment tempErature to 8000 there begins a partial dis-

solution of carbides located around the ferritic granules (Fig. 26).

The nature of the change in mechanical properties obtained as a re-

sult of austenization in air and subsequent drawing of the tempered steel

is shovwn in Table 34. 'The chemical composition of the steel, smelted in

an inductive furnace, is as follows: 0.09% C; 0.70% Si; 3.80%,' Mt; 17.72%

Cr; 2.66% NIL; 2.140% Cu; 0.18% Ti.

An excensive history of testing O0hl7N3G42T steel shows that, within

the limits of its prescribed chemical composition, sufficientl!y stable

mechanical properties are obtained, vlirtuall.y identical to those appear-

ing, in ",.'ble 34. There is evident a certain improvement in the mechanical

2r~operties of production smeltings made in electrical furnaces, compared
ro those made in the laboratory, using inductance furnaces.

II
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* ,

Fig. 23: ilicrost-ruct .' of Fig. 24: Microstructure of
OKhI7N3G4D2T ste.Lj in a cast OhIl7N3G4D2T steel after
state; X 300 austenization from 10000;

X 300.

Fig. 25: Microstructure of F-g. 26: Microstructure of
01hl7N3G4D2T steel after Onhl7N3G42T steel. after
austenization from 10000& austenization from 10000 &
drawing 5506000; X 300. drawing 8000; X-300.,

As seen from Table 34, change in mechanical p;:operties due to heat
treatment fully corresponds to the structural transformations of the
steel. Maximum plastic and ductile properties zre shown by the steel
after austanizntion without subsequent annealing, or with annealing to
5000; at that time the structure consists of austenite and ferrite. No
carbidic separations can be observed alcng the edges of the ferritic
granul es.
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CInra. in -uchr-nica2- pro r " z

~%Heat treatrent rec. Q,,(• • ,mc

2P

,Ca.t sta:to (w2.thou• - 24. .5. 7.5 20-'
heat tf ýa.t) 5.- " - 2- I

Aust-z. r • i 5a.0* 77.0 • in ar I
from !COO 0 .. 2"

A's aboveC and.-i- .. .97

- .- - 4>00 4.5 2.-

AS abcvc &r-n --a. .7.. 7 .- ".30}

n~o 0 4 761 26 247

As above an .. a.. _ .3. 2.2 0.

i i CS V3 0 6, 4- 4 . C '

As above =nd cannoal-
in, 680O° 95.-

iL S' S"v -7(

As above and eanneal- .4., C" . 2-.2 2).0 2

inE 3C0° =-8. 96. 1"0.c ^"

An abrupt increase in strength prooerctle-, ar-i 6ecline in plasticity
and ductility takes place upon annealing from 6000, when ccnsiderable

carbidic sepa~rations form around Lho~ ferritic granules; .he hardness in-
creases drastically at the same time (frma 197-2C7 to 285-3 . B).

An additional increase in annealinnh tetparcature up to 8000 produlcies
a partial dissolution of carbides, due to this there is a cezta4 n increase
in plasticity. However, their complete dissolution (as upon heating to
1000-1050) does not take place. The plasticity and ductility rzemain at
a low level.

A repeated austenization with hca~ing up to 1020-1 0 500 produces the

dissolution of carbides and restores the plasticity and t•uccility.

I
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A C-shaped curve of isothermal transformation of austenite during the
cooling process of OKhIl7N3G4D2T steel is shown in fig. 27. As seen from
this curve, in cooling from 1000 to 60000, there is no disintegration of
austenite and it begins only at 5500. At that temperature the amount of
disintegrated austenite reaches 30%, then it remains vietually unchaged
in cooling down to 1000.

The mechanical properties of this steel are sufficiently stable after
heat treatment consisting of austenization in air from 1020-10500. This
temperature is held from 3 to 5-6 hours, depending upon the size of the
propeller. Mechanical properties of runs smelted in induction-type 100-kg
furnace are listed in table 35; of those smelted in 2-3 ton electric arc
furnace, in table 36, while the level of mechanical properties of a large
number of production heats from a 0.5-ton furnace are in table 37.

600

500 !..,L

SOO

400

300 - 3V-'
--- _ -i n_ _ _ 0_ _ý

cek HHiHHI*Tl .

Fig., 27: Diagram of isothermal ...........disintegration....... of

austenite of O•JhI7N3G4D2T steel (fig-ures on the
curves represent the percent of disintegrated

austenite).

Mechanical properties were determined on specimens cut from trefoil-
shaped test bars 40 mm thick, as specified by GOST for formed steel cast-
ings. Test stock slabs 150 and I00 mm thick were case for use-in determi-
ning mechanical properties of large cross-sections, specimens for mechani-
cal tests were cut directly from them. The shapes and dimensions of slabs
and locations of specimens' cut-outs were similar to those shown in-fig. 14.

Heat treatment of the slabs consisted of austenization in air from
1020-10500. Because of the initial austenization was accomplished at a
short time-lab (about 1.5 h), a second austenization was carried out and
held at 1020-10500 for 5 hours was carried on.

1"Wiw^
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Mechanical properties were checked along the entire section in order
to determine the tempering of this steel Tnd th, effects of initial
crystalization in the various areas of the slab. Specimens I and 10 were
taken from the edges of the slab and 5 and 6 fioom the center. The re-
mainder were located between the edges and the center. The results ob-
tained are presented in Table 38.

Comparing the results obtained from tests of specimens cut from tre-
foil and from large-section slabs, it can be noted that they do not differ
much.

Assuring adequate stability of mechanical properties for given inter-
vals of chemical composition, this steel'6 properties change materially
with deviations, especially in chrome content. An increase in chrome con-
tent over 18.5-19% normally lowers the impact strength. There were a
"number of heats in which, with increase in Chrome above 19%, tle impact
strength fell to -3 kgM/cm2 .

A decrease in both silicon and chrome content likewise he's an adverse
effect. For instance, Heat No. 1364, made in a 3-ton arc furnace, had
0.41% Si instead of the specified minimum of 0.70 - 0.60%. The impact
strength was 3.5 kgM/cm2 and a repeated heat treatment resulted in no im-
provement. Steel of Heat No. 114, containing 16.2% Cr and 0.50% Si also
had an ihadequate impact strength (ak ,. 3.5 kgm/cm2 ) at high yield point
values.

- I

Fig 28: S t diagram o -o

., '• i 2 • '••_ ' . , -rr ,.'', -

Fig. 28: Structural diagram of ferro-chrome-rnickel

steels (according to Mauer and Sherrer).

Decline of impact strength with an increase in chrome content above
19%, or with a drop in manganese content down to 2%, is probably attribu-
table to the reduction in the quantity of austenite. But in thz case of
simultaneous reduction of chrome to 16% and oi silicon to 0.5%, in accord-
ance with Mauer's structural diagram (Fig. 28), the steel changes from
austenitic-ferritic to austenitic-martensitic-ferritic. It is evidently
this formation of martensite which causes a decline in impact strength.

v ,, , "' -
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Because of the above, maintenance of limits of chemical composition
analysis is prerequisite to the attainment of required mechanical proper-
ties. Wide limits of the specified chemical composition with relation to
silicon, manganese and chrome greatly simplify the problem. As to nickel
and copper, meeting the specified limits (2.6-3.2% Ni; 2.0-3.0% Cu)
usually produces no difficulties, since these elements virtually do not
burn out in the process of smelting.

OKhl7N3G4D2T steel, due to a high content of manganese (3.2-4.2%)
silicon (up to 1.6%) and copper (up to 3%), in the presence of chrome in
the amount of 16.5-18.5%, has a flowability considerably higher than that
of l'KhI8N9T steel, and especially of Kh25N5 steel. Experience has demon-
strated that, with a locre fit of the upper and lower half-molds. overflows
of considerable length and of 1-2 mm thickness can be formed along the
"1aeam,1" cleazly demonstrating the actual high flowability.

A substantial number of highest class proeplIers, with diameters
ranging from 700 to 2600 mm and cast weights from 150 up to 4500 kg, have
been cast in OKhl7N3O4DZT steel. fheir service history over a period of
several years has shown that this steel.possesses a number of advantages,
as compared with brass (especially over LMtsZh 55-3-1 brass).

For example, on a shkip in which brass propellers deteriorated rapidly
due to dezincing, CKhIl7N3G4D2T stainless steel ones did not detaeiorate.
One of the ships was used for testing comparative corrosion resistance of
propellers made of various steels, under severe service conditions. To
this eae, in replacing prop.,llers, one IKhlLN9T and one OKhIl7N3G4D2T steel
propellers were installed simultaneously. Condition of the blade surfaces
of both propellers was f"ound to be similar after a year-and-a-half of
service. This Lest carried out under natural operating conditions con-
firmed results of laboratory experiments, thus it follows that OKhIl7N3C4D2T
steel, with approximately 6% less nickel thanIYl18N9T steel, also posses-
ses sufficient rusietance to corrosion in sea waLer. (It should be noted
that, to a large extent, these propellers were shiel'ded by protection de-
vices installed in the vessel, as well as by the hull itself).

However, for a number of highly-stressed highest class propellers the
strength provided by OKhl7N3G4D2T steel ( "- ---30 kg/mm2 ) is inadequate.
A highly corrosion-resistant stainless steel wirch ,I '- 50 kg/m 2 is
required for the production of such propellers. Dtsperitonally strength-
ened (intermetallic) high-strengtil and highly durable stainless steels,
which have rccently attained wide asage abroad, could be used for such
purposes in this country. There are known chrowe-nickel stainless steels,
additionally alloyed with copper, aluminum, molibdetium, vanadium and other
components.

Based on requirements fox the highest technological properties and a
maximum s=onomy in scarce components, OMI6N4D4T steel sh'uld be recom-
mended. This steel is the only oae dispersionally strengthened and has a

•.t 60 kg/= 2 ; it can be used for both the fabrication z.4 highehst
Class propellers and ior normal class ones, subject to special loaddings.

i
- 14
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There is published data relative to stainless steel, close in compo-
sition to OIhl6N4D4T steel, with an extremely low carbon content (not
over 0.07%). Actually, production of steel with such a low carbon con-
tent is very difficult. O~hl6N4D4T steel, containing up to 0.10% C is
much simpler to produce.

In order to kelect the optimum composition with a greater amount of
carbon, tests were made to determine the affects of: manganese (irom 0.6
to 3%); chrome (from 15-20%) and silicon (from 0.2 to 1.5%). Variation
in the manganese content was made to establish the possibility of a maxi-
mui decrease of nickel content. The effects of varying the chrome and
silicon contents were checked to insure attainment of optimal mechanical
properties.

It was found that an increase in chrome content above 17.5% greatly
increases the amount of ferrite. The structure becomes austenitic-ferritic
instead of martensitic, leading to a radical drop of strength characteris-
tics. Of significance are the mechanical properties (obtained as a result
of temperfoa in air) of three inelt-ings, differing solely in their chrome
content. ..Compositions of zhese steels and their mechanical proerties are
shown in Tible 39.

. ,.'•'- •27.

Effect of cl.ro.- on mectchcic&l propertics.

Heat Cheical com,-ozition, V "

O iC 31 ?n Cr ?;4 u"CU Ti k g/r- kE,/==
* - - - -, i

I OC8 0.71 I.C5 18.535 5.74 4.17 0.07 44.8 9 ).C

-. 2,o. C r.
7•• z7zI , $¢

-1 C.C7 C.8t5 1.12 17-42 14.76 L2;C.12 (569.
I_ 6

M 1 125 15 .r .: .2.1 0.1 .500-2 1ý .

Substitution of I= aunhse in place of nickel gave no positive results.

of 0.4% bas an adverse effect on the impact strength (according to published
data, the silicon coutent was allowed to reach 1%). Withf an Si content
0.7-0.91, usualy ak.- 4.5 kgm/cm2 , with most of the specimeus showing
S-4 kgm/cuI. With a silicon content of 0.4-0C.5, &k - 4.5-5.5 kgm/cmt,
uile individual specimens had an ak -- 6 kgm/cu 2 . In six heats, made in
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a 100 kg capacity inductive furnace, 90 of the 94 specimens tested had a
yield point T5 65 ks/un2 at the above mentioned impact strength and
only 4 of then Lad;jý =. 59.6-64.9 kg/un2 ; 93 specimens had 6'v - 85
kg/im2 and only one had a 6"V below that level.

Change in mechanical properties at different annealing temperatures
in the course of dispersional hardening process can be trazad from the re-
sults of mechanical tests (Table 40) of specimens of heat having the fol-
lowing chemical composition: 0.08% C; 0.91% Si; 1.25% Mn; 15.9 Cr;
3.95% Ni; 4.25% Cu; 0.14% Ti.

Effect of annealing on the rechanics! properties of C0KhI6:i4L!T 1 c..I.

Heat treatment proccss V .echanical properties

Tempering j rawinzv ,, "

in -- r /CI

1050-10700; held - 80.2 107.2 6.7
for 2 hours; cooling 75.6 107.6 8.0

in air.

As above 2000-6 hrs. 85.8 108,5 10.8 3-.
82.3 107.5 11.3 3.8

300°0_6 hrs. .91.7 113.7 8.2 1.Z
92.0 112.5 10.2 5o

"" 5M00-6 hrs. 99.0 114.2 - .
98.9 110.0 - 0.9

I d 550 06 hrs. 79.3 97.8 14.3 4.

78.5 98.3 13.' 4.1

6o6000-6 hr-. 71.8 96.1 14 .'

70•96.1 14. 4.2

As a result of dispersionul hardening, with an annealing teerature
of 5000, the strength characteristics attain their maximi values and im-
pact toughness decreases. With a rise in annealing temperpture to 5500,
the process of coagulation of the dispersed phase begins. Due to this the
strength characteristics declhie sharply while plasticity 9nd ductility
increase.

Critical points have been determined for OXhl6N4D4T steels: Ac1 - 6000;
Ac - 7950. Structure of this steel after tempering is shown in Fig. 29

after annealing in the intirval 580-6200, in Fig. 30.



The mechanical properties of OXhl6N4WD+r steel were checked both on
specimens cut out of trefoil-shaped bars with 40 mn cross-aection and from
those taken from large-section slabs. Slabs 100 and 150 mn thick and a
model blade of varying cross-section, from 40 to 250 mm thick were cast
for this purpose. The shapes and dimensions of these stocks, as well as
the locations at which the test specimens were cut o z, are similar to
those shown in fig. 14-16.

Mechanical properties obtained by testing specimens maae trom trefoil-
shaped stock, poured from a production heat of 3.5 tons, appear in table
41. From this data it is seen that the figures for elongation, reduction
of section and impact strength are somewhat higher after two annealings.

The Spueral level of properties of steel smelted in a 3-ton electric
arc furnat was higher than that produced in a 100-kg inductive furnace.

Properties obtained by testing specimens cut out of large sections,
after tempering and one anuealing per schedule adopted for specimen No. 1,
table 41, are shown in table 42. As seen from this data, extremely low
values for elongation and reduction of section take place in sections 100
and 150 -m thick. In order to improve these characteristics, the effect
of two temperings and two annealings was carried out.

The mechanical properties obtained from 100, 150 and 250 -m sections
after one tempering and two annealings and after two temperings and two
annelings are shown in table 43.

An analysis of mechanical properties tests of OXhl6N4D4T steel leads
to the following conclusions:

1) the following mechanical properties are obtained from tests of
specimens cut out of trefoil-shaped stock, after one tempering in air from
1040 to 10700 and annazling at 600-6260o -- 62 kg/=.n2; (, - 85 kg/-
=2; d :ý 12%; • 35%; akP 3 kgu/cm2 .7 'The elongation, reduction of
section and impact strength figures become somewhat higher after a second
annealing;

0I

2) on specinens taken from 100 and 150 m thick slab sections. after
one tempering in air from 1040-10700 and one annealing at 600-6200, low
values of elongation (df - 4-8%), reduction of section 4 4-13.5%.),
and impact strength (ak - 2.1-5.9 kgm/c=2 ) are obtained. The use of a
second annealing improves these properties appreciably. Even for a 250 mm
section the impact strength reaches 3.0-6.2 kgm/cm2 . With two temperings
and one annealing, elongation and impact strength values for 100 and 150
m sections are low, but they increase substautially after a second an-
nealing (JY-11. 4 - 14.0%; ak 3 .0-5. 4 kg8/cm ).

do
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,Fig. 29: Microstructure of 01[h6N4D4T steel after
tempering followed by air cooling from 10500; X 300.

Yiz- 30: WI dsrcuea 012634MT steel after
=A MUMMIU& 41 580-UD t MVNat-IW; X 300..11



•chanicl pro-crtler of Onl6.N4DB, .... a.s d..L•r... or. trefoil -

-. -hapa itcU l mtOCri :

I ,

S.ctt trcv.t'r.ont ..c_ ...... l propcric_

ionTcmparir.-, from t ,

i;N. '040-1070° A 2 2 kc/" ,,
in air . 2 , _-_ _i _ ....

Exrosure 6100-7 hrs. 69 . 2. 16.0
6r8..5 94.0 !2.7 41.E 6.2

2 Saw Sam66.2j 95.3 16. 5.!70
68.8 95.1 14.5 51.4 7.2

K Sae Saue 65-5 94.5r 1i.7 44.7 5.2
68.o 94.3 11.0 3757. .I I I

1 4 Exposure First o:e l
5 hrs, 6100-5 hrs.; 68.0 90.0 17.0 51.0 9.9

Second onc. V
610-6 nrs. 71.0 93.59 20.0 51.0 9.4

First cne:

6105 hrs.; 67.0 9.5.5 15.0 32.5 1: .65
Second ones ' I

640o06 hrs. 67.0 92.0 17.0 51.0 8,6
I tI

>Same First one,.
I 6100 -5 hrs; 74.5 90.5 16.2 51

Se8 ond one;

5r0 -6-hra .7 17- 71 6..5xto"4 r=. 7>- -. ;,~o 17. 5•.5 7.0

: • Ta-le L2.

Yh.chanial properties of Oh16N14D4T stocl as determined in large sectionr
after one tc;pering and_ _noannealing

I ions *,.' echanical Properties -Lc a atio
who r e d

cut out of k

blade. ----
~o:r ser;t 68.0-.69.2] 88.7-92.5 4.8-8.4 8.8- 15.5 ..-.

4100 = sect, 85.9-87.4 9864-100.2 ýý.6-5.6. 4.0- 8,-7 2.1-2.3,
4.0 =sect. 84.4- 89v..4 ý!01-3-110.2 9~.8-14.8 19.0-41,,5 3`-
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° ..

Yezhanical propert'ies of Oin16..';,h, st* l :,;-%T ..... .,c, io s. ¶ (-.. i-

various regimes of hca'. tra•t.-..:nt. ,_

' t"c~T~ -___ I 22

r Zi zo in k/,
____________ b bladc

1C70 cm-;¢pering c 'r.',

in a,-;- . rzt drc
at 600-620; held 81-0- 64. 9 86.6-89.41 7.8-7.1 ) 9.8 .2-6.7
7 hrs. Second drawsenin.1
at 6^00-6z0; held n 8 65o j

8 hre. 21,Om- 160.3-63.O 88.0-Sc..c 4
e at ' n. .. _.. .. .

tai.T p-ýrings in. 150o 70.2-71"51 97.0 8."4-12.'422. 5 -"0"7 3-3.2
air. Hcat~n, to sect'nj
"0ClO-1070 .Exposuro I ..
f-i st one 5 hrs, j ,.'

zucond, 5 hrs. Draw.i
at 600-620 ; --xpo-'
suro 8hrs.e-____

Same and a second l50=m 09.3-75.01" 91. -7-n92.C6,=1*8-I14.C 12.1-23.9 7.-
annnelina at -80- sect'n , ] ":
-600;, exposure . !

6 hrs. 8O52 72.6-76.5! 91 8-¢2.c11 .4-1-.4,

sect In

40 'm 7-5.-81.0 9.6-95-.0 6 l1.6 2 r- -
_sect'n I'

The abova data was verified on a second production heat. The r'iles
established during the study of production heats were similr to those
ones determined in laboratory studies. This confirmeu the compL:ative
stability of this steel's mechanical properties.

Corrosion resistance, resistance to the effects of cavitation and
corrosion fatigue resistance of OKhl7N3G4D2T and of OKhl6N4D4T steels.

Corrosion resistance of the above steels was checked by the same meth-
ods that were used in the case of lKhl4lD steel. The results of these
tests are listed in table 44. For comparison purposes, data relating to-•
25L carbon steel,SKhL-4 structural steel, stainless steels 1Khl40), 21h13,

-stai1les- steels 
-4 4 -h.
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O0Khl6N9T and of brasses are akro tabulatt . From this tabl'e it is seen
that resistance tQ contact corrosion of ITKhl7N3G4D2T and OKhi6N4L4T
steel@ ik higher than those of brass an/2Khl3 stainless steels.

1KhI4ND
Samples of OKhl7N3G4D2T and OKhI6N4D4T steels had insignficant weight

losses (same as all stainless steels) and, most important, only slight
pitting; actually they performed in the same manner as 1Khl8N9T steel
ones.

But samples of 1iKhl4ND and especially of 2.hl3 steel showed heavy
local corrosional damage, with a relatively small overall loss of weight.
For instance, the depth of some corrosional pitting in 2Khl3 steel reached
1.5 -mm. Tests to determine stream flow corrosion and that re3ulting from
immersion in still water, without contact, showed small weight losses (less
than those of LMtaZh 55-3-1 brasses) and a total absence of pitting on the
exposed surfaces.

Resistance of'OKhl7N3G4D2T and OKhl6N4DT steels to the effects of
cavitation was checked, as for lKhl4ND steel, on a magnetostrictional
vibrator. The results are shown in table 45.

Comparing the results of these tests with corresponding data relating

to brass and lKhl4ND stainless steel (after tempering and annealing) shown
in table 29, it can be stated tht OKhl7N3G4D2T and OKhl6N4D4T steels have
a much higher resistance, especially in comparison to LMtsZh 55-3-1 brass.

Results of corrosional fatigue resistance tests of stainless steels
are presented in graphic form (fig. 31). These tests have shown that the
greatest corrosional endurance in a 3% solution of NaCl is that of the
OKhl7N3G4D2T steel (29 kg/nn 2 ). Under the same conditions OKh16N4D4T
steel's limit of endurance is 18, and that of lKhl4ND - 16 kg/,m2 .

Results of performance tests of propellers made of OKhl7N3G4D2T steel.
Propellers made of this steel have been serving in vessels since 1956.
Inspections of these propellers were made after 1-3.5 years of cruising in
the Black and Barents Seas.

During this period there was a recorded case of one of the propellers
striking a floating log. Due to the relatively high strength and tough-
ness of the material, the edges of the blades, though deformed by the impact,
did not break; the damaged propeller was straightened out and put back into
service.

All propellers of OKhl7N3G4D2T steel in service are of the highest
class category and were formerly made of brass. None of the propellers
examined showed any trace of corrosional or cavitational uamage, while at
the same time, a number of similar propellers made of LMtoZh 55-3-1 brass
had to be taken out of service after a short period of time due to dezinc-
ing and physical damage sustained as a result of the low-strength charac-
teristics of the brass..

WNW.
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1 44.

Su=-.,:rized compaerative data. of' corrozion r tcet(:rts of C*0i'hl7.,-4D2T

0Xh16N4D4T, 1Ih4ND,Z 2Xhl3, 0~h1&:-.9T 3 twools, 25L, wc*YhL-4

carbon stcels anrd of' brýz.

Typc o' tcstin zynth-ctc z'c wtr
Tye 4 toct6. 1 Iat r

invst~at4dIStroam f'low Cozrrosion .otr£Orini s.1%ar
corrosion Iin. sti,&j i=ersi.on of' specimons ±in cc:-,t.ac t

Iwatcr, -In w wI th eaclh othcr,
jabsence of'

*co'ntfact

Specif'ic loss Of' weiviht! p~tra . 1caced in Sei'cl~s4
hour I contac' ..,th t est lof weizgh-t o f

I ._____ ci~n tested -- terial

25L 55.2.Bas

COKh 7 ING 4 D 2T 6:z.4* I OU~9T72.0
Ejbon it e 40.0

SXhL-4 M1 Oh6N4D4T 53.0

Brass .64.7 14.5 25L 0.615
LV~s~h~5Rh~ 1 h4-ND 14.2 cb

0~hLX9T17.9 ob
Oi~hl6N4D4T 83 c

0IA-hl7N3G4D2T 15.27 Ob

I~hI4.ND 57.0 2957 25L 0.042
Brass

L2."t~ 55-5-1 0.155
1M., 1 4ND C8.47

OKhI7IN3U4D2T 10.0 ~
C~h18N9T& 14.6 ~
Ebonito 53



"aSOS -9*Ttbe •

STypa of t c.;t in " . .... .

Corrosion
in ',`ill ! .-prture corrosion in .ti2! w

~:tril Strcam flow cti I
M~aterial Ctemfo -'cr, ini :-•,_ersion of rpv:ci=-:nn . z, ortac`.!

iotited, corrosion. absence of with each other.
nvsgae. c ontact.

ISpecific loss of weight Katerial placed 1 SpecifiC 1o0z
hour in contact with of wci-.t of•~ g/ hour ;A:s ,ece. tsCz =.e ri -.

-KI O 0h1A6N404-T 2 8.~ ~;

CKhl7N304D2T 12.43 4.24 25L 0.C5
B rass r

A., ~h•__ 0.112
Ll1s 58-1 C

LO 62-1 '57,

1K h14ND G.077
CKOh1 7Y5G42TD.

0 Y, h1 :9T J
F.,bonite 1.69 "

OKhl6N4D4T 8.4 - 2Lh13 5 None
" I-h14N D found

Z-1rass •

Okhl8N9T .-5 0.18 25L ' C.C70
Brass ;

.ItsZh s7. -5-i, 0.042
.:'O.,l<,•0.504 .

O'ihl 715G4D2T ,, 0.. 14
0Xhl8.9T , 0.899 *

Ebonite 0.77

Remarkst
1. Spedimens which,in addition to gencral weight loss, had sustairned

a visually apparent pitted corrosion having a depth of;
less than 0.1 mm are marked (b),

from o.l to 0.5 mm Ii

from o.5 to 1.5 "

2. Specimons which, in addition to loss of weight, had visible dezin-
cing, are marked thus (ob).

___-
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Resistan.nca of O15hl7N-5G4D2T an~d CK(U 1" ~1 cZ ~~I. ;..:1

causc4-by cavit .rU 2:t.

Steel desitnation 2n cr sr or 5h~I1-3- hour 2d ;u!O.

I CKhl7NhSG402T 15.0 240.C, 18.'V

C~Ihl6N4D4T 6.6 , 19.6 8.4

Chsaracteriat'ics ofprincipal =atcrials; u:;cd in tpropco1lero.

JIL~Braza St ain~c s St. I
V _____________of

_____________________________

1.>, 70

Doiga io of a I ýO 20 __ 12____ 1__ i
Chaacerit U - 406~5z)N'0 2 . Iý .

aat 20 , k i.-;cz 4.0 7-8 5-i' >. >6.C 7z

Lin-;t of corrosional
endurance in syn~htic II
sco, water, ks/z zm 5.0 11.0 15.0c 16.0 29.0 134IV

, Loss of' woighrt (corro- j
:---on) An S:.rthetic sea
water n-r/ M. hour
A. Still wa~ter i~cr-

-*on of' samp~es:
with. no contact. 0 .p.2 14.0 5.5 2.57 4.2 -

cc-tz..t With same
natcrial . . . . . . . . 6 .4-7 3.2 -

J. 'o.;ir. iot, corroA
w:.%n &o~mi~on of' sam-

1~0-pr. 2 120 64.7 - 70 12.4 .2

lot.e crss alcuie cor. N'o tondency.~

vnoitftof (testoa on aI

vibDrator for 5hrs'jwg. 2v0 15. :p8-7 &.C 5.

Srecif'ic r'ravixy. . . 7 837.7 7.85 7.85

7aluer. ifl ?&refthesCs are for LA~sh~~522brass.
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CHAPTER V

TECHNOLOGICAL.FEATILES OF CASTING PROPELLERS IN STAINLESS STEELS.

The techniques of casting propellers in stainless steel basically
differ very little from the familiar techniques of molding and casting
used in the production of propellers made of other metals, covered in
sufficient detail in technical literature (for instance, (16)). Conse-
quently, only special features of casting propellers of stainless steel
will be discussed below.

Molding Materials. Completed laboratory research and practical ex-
perience in casting propellers of stainless steel have shown the chromo-
magnelitic mix to be the best fettling in the preparation of molds.

Acid molding materials (quartz sand), or semi-acid ones (chamotte)
cause the formation of a chemical crust on the surface of the castings.
Crust also forms on the surfaces of massive castings of stainless steel
produced by the precise casting method utilizing melting models. Covers
for the molds were made of ground quarts and ethyl silicate. It is known
that such covering is especially strong and forms an even, smooth surface,
one that is not eroded by the metal and which keeps it from penetrating
the pores of the mold. Therefore it can be stated that, in this case,
incrustation on the surfaces of the casting were of chemical, rather than
mechanical nature.

Use of other basic materials; particularly that of magnesite, gave
no positive results.

To secure a cleaner surface, it is recommended that the chromomagne-
sitic molds be coated with titanium oxide paint. Above all, the use of
this paint must be recommended for covering the cores of propeller hubs,
in cases where metallic pipes are used as cores.

Sometimes, due to -lack of chromomagnesire at the foundries, quartz
sand is employed and such molds should also be covered with titaneum
paint. This tends to somewhat insulate the stainless steel from acid
m6lding materials and reduces the probability of low-melting oxides being
deposited along the metal-mold demarkation. However, coating with paint
does not insulate the mold completely and the cleanliness of the castings'
surfaces is inferior to tnat obtained with the use of chromomagnesitic
mixes.

At foundries employed in casting stainless steel parts, to save on
chrmm~asgnesite, molds made of quartz sand are lined with chromomagnesitic
paste of sour cream consistency. This method has so far not been used in
the manufacture of propellers.

Table 47 lists the coasistencies of hrcimasagnesitic pastes and oC
paint used in'casting stainless steel propellers.
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The selection of binder (cement or water glass) is governed purely by
practical considerations. The advantage o7 water glass over cement is
that molds made of a mixture based on water glass harden much faster, when
blown through with, 'carbon dioxide. Cleanness of the casting's surfaces
is not affected by the type of binder chosen (provided the binders satisfy
the technical requirementh).

There existed an erroneous belief that use of cement-based mixes in
some cases produces gas pits on the surfaces of castings. Long-term ex-
perience of one of our foundries indicates that use of cement results in
an absence of gas pitting and furnishes the required quality of surface.

Table 47.

Composition and properties of chroozma7ncsitic r- astes and paint

made of titanium oxide for propeller colds

Raw materials (composition Physical-c-:Lanical prpartics
i.-j parts by weight) i ercabilit Raw

•oisture,/%It gas. r
to gas. strenth

Pasto or. a base of water nla~s

Fowdered chromomagnesite - 100i
water glass (spe.grav.1.48-1.52; .. L
module 2.1-2.2) - 6.r 4 7.,;

water to required moistness... 2.C-6.5 25 O.8-..•C

Paste lon a cement a sse

rowdared chro=o-agnesite - 100i
cement (mark 400-5•0) - 15;
watcr to required moistness... 7.0-8.C 25 0.25-0.356

Pa int

-itanium oxide" and waterglass,
diluted in water (2,% water
glass to 75% water) ........... - - -

"0 :n using water glass with a module above 2.2, a 10% solution
ILof N&H should be introduced for its reduction, in an amount which
procuccs a module of' 2.1-2.2 . -

", Titsanium oxide is added in the a=ount which produces a paint
cf 1.7-1.8 specific graviy.

wow___ ---- . -M'O -M
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Chromomagnesitic powder, is usually ob :ined by grinding tailings cf
chromomagnesitic brick. The brick or powdtcr are roasted at temperatures
above 9000. If stored for a long time, these materials should receive a
second roasting.

Depending upon the standard technique for the preparation of molds,
various requirements are applied relative to the size of grain of the
chromomagnesitic powder. In preparing a paste based on water glass and
blowing the mold out with carbon dioxide gas, cuarse-ground powder gives
the best results, furnishing the required gas permeability of the mold,
thus insuring good penetration of the carbon dioxide gas. When the
smoothest possible surface is required, a finer grind sbould be used.

Ordinarily, all material passing a 1.5 mm mesh sieve is used in the
preparation of the molding compound. Sometimes an even finer grind is
used. Recent experience has demonstrated that a much finer surface of
castings can be produced with use of chromomagnesite passed through a
sieve with 0.5-0.8 mm openings.

Method employed in molding one-piece propellers and individual blades.
Fabrication of forms for one piece propellers and for individual blades,
cast in stainless steel, is accomplished in the same manner as for similar
castings made of other metals.

The following methods of preparation of forms for stainless steel one-
piece propellers are currently most commonly used: sweep molding; core
box molding; from a complete pattern; from an adjustable blade pattern
(this pattern consists of only one blade and the adjacent sector of the
hub). Casting from meltable patterns and into skin forms is so far only
in the development stage and has not been employed in actual production
of stainless steel propellers.. .

Forms for casting individual blades of sectionalized propellers are
ordinarily molded on a clean pattern or in core boxes.

It should be noted that the method of sweep moldin~g, in spite of its
improvement during the list few years, still fails to produce castings
with dimensional tolerances that satisfy GOST specification 8054-59 (pro-
pellers). Deviations in the pitch of the propellers usually exceed the
allovable and are corrected on highest class propellers by machining off
considerable surplus allowances, amounting to 8-12 mm per face. On normal
class propellers, cast without allowance for pachine finish, correction of
pitch is made by setting the propeller, or by manual cutting and building
up. Eyecution of such corrections leads to a considerable expenditure of
time and labor. For this reason, lately, sweep molding in casting stain-
less steel propellers has been replaced more and more by methods which re-
sult in a greater precision of castings: molding on a complete pattern,
core box molding, or molding on an adjustable blade pattern.

aa.

S!
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Molding on a complete metallic patter: results in the greatest pre-
cision of casting, but the conplexity and length of time required for the
fabrication of such forms limits their application to mass production.
Molding in cores or' on adjustable patterns is employed when a single cast-
ing is called for.' Molding on cores is satisfactory in cases where the
preparation can be accomplished with the aid of molding inachinea; when the
preparation is to be accomplished manually, the wooden rigging gets out of
admustment rapidly, so that if, for some reason, preparation of core molds
cannot be made on machines, it is advisable to do the molding on a trans-
posable blade pattern. The rig used to fabricate molds by this method is
shown in fig. 32 and consists of a metal spindle 3 installed in socket 4
and of a wooden or metallic blade pattern, complete vith a sector of the
hub, 1. The hub sector is provided with metal eyes which fit on the
spindle, permitting the assembly to rotate around it. The centerline of
the spindle coinsides with that of the propeller. The required rotational
angle of the blade about the spindle is rigidly fixed by the locking de-
vice 2. The number of fixed positions of the blade around the perifery
of the spindle equals the number of Llades of the propeller.

A pressure layer is first molded on the surface of the blade pattern,
secured in its required position, this is followed by pressure packing on
a removal section of the absorbing layer. Upon completion of its molding,
this piece is taken off and the blade pattern rotated about the spindle
through the required angle. For propellers using three blades, the angle
is 1200, 900 for four-blade propellers, etc. After the blade pattern has
been secured in its new position, a second blade is pressure molded, etc.

Repetitive molding on the pattern results in relatively high accuracy
of reproduction, due to the sturdy construction of the angle of turn re-
taining device and the true vertical position of the pivot. Depending
upon the size ef an order, the blade pattern may be made of metal or wood.

Metal patterns are castings made of sweep molds. The pattern, cast
with allowances, is machined to obtain the required geometry and surface
finish. To simplify the machining, these patterns are made of aluminum
or brass alloys.

The necessity of making all equipment of metal, rather than of wood,
is sometimes dictated by strength considerations. For instance, adeuqate
strength of thin-blade propeller patterns (with outer edge thicknesses
down to 10-12 mm) may be obtained only through the use of metal patterns.

Use of a swinging blade sLmplifies tt.e molding of outline of the pres-
sure suface in the area AB of the propeller edge (fig. 33). In contour
molding this part of the form can only oe made with the addition of metal
patterns Cendercuta", shown by dotted lines), shaped out after rounding
off the pressure surface. To simplify the ... di•g, these areas of the
pressure surface are sometimes straightene out, le.aing to an excessive
allowance which muast be subsequently renov ,' by manual cutting.

AP



* Fig. 32: Transposable
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The labor of molding on a duplicete ,ade, or on a complete nattern,
is considerably (20-30%) less" than that cinnected with contour molding.
The necessity of making a "false" blade is eliminated. The complicated
operation of rounding off the bottom ridges is replaced by the less
laborious process of tamp packing.

Use of a pattern in lieu of a sweep mold has a number of other ad-
vantages. First it should be noted that it results, in higher quality
finishes of surfaces, due to packing rather than pointing up of the pres-
sure surface. The surfaces of the mold are also better on the vacuum
faces. In sweep molding the form is packed eCi the "false" sand blade
which, because of certain inevitable uneveness of ccmpaction, commonly
leads to local roughnesses in the upper parr of the mold. Tamp packing
of the suction surface on a pattern (especially a metal one) prevents the
occurence of such defects impossible.

The method under consideration should gain wide acceptance in the
production A cast-in-block stainless steel propellers, calling for the
use of more perf.ect techniques resulting in precision castings.

In the development of molding techniques suitable for stainless steel
propellers, because of the particular casting propierties of these steels
"and employment 6f chromomagnesitic pastes with higher heat conductivity,
"the approach to the selection of a touring scheme must differ somewhat
from that used in casting a cazbun steel pr-•eller. For cast-in-block
•; e~lers ePse pez.-ria&ri:ies caZ :e as.ar L: as :.-s.

The rite of filling the mold mus., as a zruie, be more rapid. Thi3 &.S
especially important in filling the outer sections of blades having blade
thicknesses less than 10-12 mm. In filling these areas, in addition to
the overall gravimetric speed of casting, linear speed of advance of the
metal through these sections is extremely important. It is desirabie to
have the metal enter such locaticna in its hottest state. Due to this,
the method of siphoning the pour through the hub, used in casting carbon
steel propellers, is not acceptable for stainleqs steel ones, with dia-
meters over 3 1 (especially with the use of lKhl4ND steel which has a
lower flowability than Ohil7N3G4D2T and OYMl6N4D4T steels).

When the pour is made through the hub, metal enters the outermost
sections of the blades in its coldest state. To eliminate this fault, it
is best to introduce the metal directly into the blades. This routing can
be accomplished by locatiag the feeders along the trailing edge in the
central and outer portions (fig. 34), or at the tips of the blades (fig.
35 and 36). The first scheme is recomended for wide-bladed propellers
with a large pitch, the other ones, for narrow-bladed pr-,pellers.

livery of metal, thus reducing local overheating. Cross-sections of the
feeders at their points of juncture with the propeller casting must be
considerably larger than the normal cross-section of the flow gate system,
tc minimize spouting of metal upon its entry into the mole cavity. At -the



Fig. 34: Catting /

scheme for a wide: '-
bladed propellr. 
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Fig. 35: Casting scheme for

pouring a narrow-blade pro-
peller, weighing less than 4 to
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Fig, 36? Casting
scheme of a system
for pouring a narrow-blAded ANA

propeller weighing over, .
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same time, the maximum dimension of the feeder at its point of juncture
with the blade must not exceed' the thickness of the latter, measured at
a distance of 10-20 m from its extreme outer edge. To preclude the
breaking off of thle feeder together with a purtion of the blade, it
should be "grooved," a.; shown in fig. 34.

In casting narrow-bladed propellers of less than 3 M diameter and
with a minimum blade thickness greater than 10 mm, delivery of metal by
siphoning through the hub usually results in successful filling of the
mold. This method of delivery is simpler and is, conseqeuntly widely used.
The risers and casting runs should, as a rule, be made of ceramic material.

In dptermining the dimensions of casting systemn, in addition to the
above fact rs, rapid filling of the molO to preclude its scorching should
be considered. Because of this, the casting time of even large propellers
with a cast weight of 8-10 T, must not exceed 100-120 seconds. -The fol-
lowing weight rates for pouring unit-cast propellers are used in practice:
20-25 kg/sec for propellers with cast weights below 1 T and 40-55 kg/sec
for propellers weighing 2-4 T. The above rates are achieved by pouring
through one inlet of the stopper arrangement. Propellers with cast weight
of over 4T are normally cast through two stoppers. In that case the
weight rate of pouring is 60-85 kg/sec., depending upon the total weight
of the propeller.

The molding scheme and pouring system for casting individual blades
of large *ssembled propellers is shown in fig. 37. When the casting
weight is over 4 T, the pour is usually made through two stoppers from a
single laddle or from two laddles, si-Itae~cusly. The pcrring system

ordinarily used only for casting propellers having blades of over 2.5 M
diameter, with blade edge thicknesses of, _12-14 mn.

Ordinarily, to simplify the lay-out of the casting system when the
blades are very thick, the metal is fed only through the flanges. Al-
though this insures complete filling o4 the mold, it still cannot be con-
sidered best practice, since it heats up the flanges and induces the forw

* mation of shrinkage poris. Delivery of metal only to the flange with an
insufficient head dimension is especially dangerous (there are actual

* known cases of formation of hot cracks in the region of the flange). In
this type of scheme the metal is forced to travel over the entire mold.

More logical is the decentralized, simultaneous delivery of metal,
both to the edges and to the flange of the blade, this shortens materially
the path taken by the metal through the form cavity and contributes to a
more uniform rate of cooling of the casting.

Blades of heavy-duty propellers, especially those of icebreakers,
should be cast in a vertical, rather than a horizontal position. Only

Swith vertical casting, with the flange up, can the shrinkage friability
* j• be largely eliminated by the ferroatatic pressure. This type of porosity

can be found in almost any section of a blade cast in a horizontal posi'"
" tion. Existance of shrinkage ...riability in the most highly stressed base

i• .'



section of a blade is especially dangerous. Vertical position of the
blade during casting also insures the exclusion of non-metallic occlusions'
from the body of the casting.

The dimensions of the heads for casting propellers and individual
stainless steel blades are ao far determined in the same manner as that
used in the case of carbon steel castings. Preheating of the h2ads with
exothermic mixes has recently gained wide acceptance.

One of the most vital and complicated problems of the entire techni-
cal co�plex relating to the production of unit-cast stainless steel pro-
pellers is the estimate of proper allowance for distortion of the propel-
lerts.'pitch, made in the course of preparing tre mold. Experience shows
that, even in casting from the same pattern, there is insufficient accuracy
of reproduction of shape and dimensions of blades in a propeller casting.
Change in the nature Of distortion due to variations in the disk ratios
of a propeller is so for not adequately determined. However, 4s a result
of processing a large volume of statistical data covering the d~mensional
dispersions of propeler castings, it was possible to establish-the
approximate magnitude c•f distortion which must be taken into consideration
in designing the molding equipment.

It is currently considered an established fact that the pitch of
narrow-bladed, unit-cast propellers, with a disk ratio approximating 0.6,
is reduced somewhat in the first and second sections and increases, begin-
ning with the third-fourth one, as a result of differential deformations
due to cooling in the mold, or in the course of heat treatment. In view
of this the pattern should be made with a distortion of pitch.

For example, for a propeller of a 3.3 M diameter, with a disk ratio.
of 0.45, in making almodel of a blade duplicate the following coefficients
of distortion of pitch were adopted, by-sect-6ns:.

first and second . . . . . . . . . . . . ( .0).').

third one 0 %
fourth . . . . 0.... ...... . - 1.0

fifth and sixth ..... .. ••-.

seventh (-1.0)-• ( . 5)

However, the nature of pitch distortion of different propellers is
not always the same. There are figures for individual narrow-blade pro-
pellers with diameters of 2 M, which show that the increase in pitch in
the outer sections of the blades reaches 4-5% as a result of warp.

dwI
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-- ) Fig. 3": Mold and pouring arrangement
Lv" for individual blades of assembled

I, ,, propellers:

chromomagnetitic mix; 2 -rapid-

7•, drying mix; 3 brick base.
:: •'":"://X•;'>;f V/

,. , .. ..A:..- . 4'

Fig...38:MAssembly scheme of individual
blades in preparation for welding.
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The nature of pitch distortion of wi." bladed propellers, wiLh disk
ratios approaching unity, has not been sufficiently established. Accord-
ing to individual available figures, the pitch of these propellers is
reduced as a result of warping. This reduction approximates 1.5-2% in
the outer section's of the blades and becomes smaller in sections located
closer to the hub, becoming 0.25-0.50% in the first and second sections
of the blade.

The hbundance of factors influencing Lhe magnitude of pitch of the
propeller casting and difficulty to properly estimate the deviation ac-
count for the fact that a large number of propellers of even the normal
class (for which specifications permit deviations iu pitch'of up to 3%)
require straightening due to excessive deviation. This corrective pro-
cess is difficult and not always successful.

Propellers of the highest class (with allowable pitch deviations not
over 1.5%) are cast with substantial machining allowances. The allowance
is normally set so as to insure the ability to eliminate casting discrep-
ancies by machining. The allowance must be made greater than the minimum
required for cutting in producing the required surface finish.

All these difficulties related to attainment of proper pitch for the
finished propeller are to a large extent eliminated in the nroduction of
ordinary assembled propellers and adjustable pitch ones, consisting of
individually cast blades attached to the hub by mechanical means. However,
assembled propellers, because of the larger diameter of their hub, have
inferior hydrodynamic characteristics and a lower efficienc7, so that their
field of application is limited and their cast tonnage represents a dimi-
nishing part of the total for all propeller production. Adjustable,
variable pitch propellers have not yet attained wide applications.

Considering that production difficulties connected with monolithic
propellers stem from large dimensions and complexity of shape of the cast-
ings, there is a strong probability of widened use of welded propellers
(cast in parts and subsequently assembled by electric arc welding, accord-
ing to the scheme illustrated by fig. 38). This method of fabrication is'
in the development stage. At present, eccording to A. Y, Zelichenko /11/,
active production of welded propellers is limited to small-size ca. ton
steel ones. The technique of producing such propellers calls for welding
stamped blades to a cast as a unit hub.

In examining the maze of problems connected with the obtainment of
requisite propeller quality, it is necessary to pause for an examination
of specific casting surface defects peculiar to stainless steel ones.

Defects commonly occurring in blade surfaces can be divided into two
basic groups.

In the first one are the non-fusions and waviness caused by pouring
cold metal and pouring thiough a cisting system which does not provide
linear velocity of metal propagation within the mold cavity. Normally •

M!
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these defects are located in the outer sec ions of the blades, ne": their
edges. With the use of casting systems insuring delivery of metal to the
blades and permitting filling at the requ4 site rate and at the specified
temperature, these defects do not occur.

In the second group of defects are the gas pockets in the surfaces.
The fundamental reason for their occurrence is inadequate drying out of
the mold. Because of the low gas permeability of chromomagnesitic mixes,
the danger of getting this type of flaw is great and is especially inten-
sified if casting is done with cold metal. These defects are normally
located in the lower (compression) surface. The opinion that this type
of flaw occurs only with the usn of cemi.nt is erroneous, since experience
has demonstrated that similar defects occur also with the use of other
binders, specifically, dextrene and wacer glass.

Fig. 39 shows gas porosity located chiefly in the edges of blades of
a propeller made of lKhl4ND steel, poured into a mold of chromomagnesitic
mix, with dextrene used as ',inder. The predominant distribution of
porosity in the edgeb of the outermost section of the blade is attribu-
table to the fact that, in drying out the mold with portable driers in-
serted through the hub, this portion of the blade was not adequately de-
"hydrated.

"Typical is the over-all superficial gas rash (fig. 40) on the com-
pressed surfaces of the propeller casting whose mold became damp during
the 80-hour interval between the completion of dry-out and the pour. A
brief secondary drying with a portable drier did not succeed in removing
the newly accumulated moisture.

Typical also are the defects on the surface of special slabs, cast 6f
1Khl4ND steel. Chromomagnesite was used-as-fettling: in one mold - on a
water glass and in the other one, on a cement base. Both molds were sub-
jectei only to a surface dry-out penetrating 10-15 am. Because of such
inadequate drying, both castings had a wrinkled surface typical of such
cases, shown in fig. 41.

To eliminate the occurrence of this type of defect, it is necessary
to insure adequate drying of the molds. In blowing the mold through with
carbon dioxide, it is necessary to use an additional drying in a kiln, or
with portable driers. Thermal drying of the molds after a brief blowing-
through with carbon dioxide materially increases the strength of the mold
by removing the moisture.

According to data of A. G. Doukor, E. V. Ivanov and P. M. Sitchev
/9/, sandy mixes on a water glass base, after blowing through with gas
for 45 seconds, have a compressive strength of 8.5 kg/cm2 . The same mix
had a strength of 64.0 kg/cm2 oven air dry-out lasting 15 minutes.
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74. 39: Gas pores on
edge of propeller blade
cast in a mold with
chromomagnesitic lining
and dextrene base.

Fig. 40: Gas pores on the
pressure surface of a pro-
peller, cast in a damp
mold.

S

.1

Fig. 41: Wrinkled surface of a
plate cast in an insufficiently
dried mold.
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Smelting of steel: heat treatment ()._ castings; cutting off surplus
allowances and Welding of defects. Founding of stainless steels is done
in basic electric arc furnaces or in inductive furnaces. Smelting of
lKhl4ND, OKh17N304D2T and OKhl6N4D4T steel designations is in no way dif-
ferent from that of comparable stainless steels.

Temperature of liquid steel in the laddle must be at least 15400 by
thermocouple, whi,-h insures the requisite flowability and creates favor-
able conditions for the elimination of non-metallic inclusions which
polute the steel and render it suceptible to local corrosional damage. A
check showed that a casting temperature of 1540-16000 results in the high-
est level of mechanical properties of lKhl4ND, OKhl7N3G4D2T and OKhl6N4D4T
steels.

Castings of propellers and of individual blades are subjected to heat
treatment with schedules depending upon the steel designations.

Heat treatment of lKhl4ND steel consists of tempering with air cooling
and of one or two drawings. The heat-up for tempering is carried out to
980-10200. The temperature is held at this level for 4-6 hours, depending
upon the thickness of the casting. For propellers having especially thick
blades (in the order of 250 mn), it is well to use two temperings with an
exposure of 5-6 hours after the temperature is stabilized, in each case.

Due to the nature of isothermal breakdown of austenitic lKhl4ND steel
(see fig. 3), cooling of castings must be carried out to a temperature be-
low 1000. If the cooling is stopped above 1000, there remains a consider-
able amount of undecomposed austenite; in that case, the structure con-
sists of martensite aud austenite and products of their incompleted trans-
formation. A single drawing of steel having such a structure leads to a
transformation of martensite, formed in the-process of tempering, into
sorbite. The residual austenite is transformed probably into secondary
martensite or trostomartensite. Presence of martensite or trostomarten-
site after one drawing is evidently the cause of lowered plasticity and
impact strength of the metal of many heats. Concurrently, there is an

\ increase in ultimate tensile strength and yield points. The following
data it typical.

Two ingots of IKhl4ND steel were heated to 10000 and held at that tem-
perature for 2 hours. Both were then cooled in air, one to 15-200 and the
other one to 3000, after which both were drawn at 6900, the normal tempera-
ture for this steel, for a period of 6 hours. Mechanical properties tests
indicated that specimens taken from the ingot cooled down to 3000 has an
ultimate tensile strength of 92.0 kg/i=2 and a hardness of 269-277 HB;
while their impact strength did not exceed 1.5 kgm/cm2 . At the same time,
specimens taken from the ingot cooled to 15-200 after annealing had an
ultimate tensile strength ur.er 74 kg/tm 2 , hardness of 215 RB and an im-
pact strength of over 9 'i:gm/cm2 . Requisite properties could not be ob-
tained from the metal of the castings which had not undergone complete
cooling in heat treatment, even in an extended exposure in the drawing-(up
to 30 hours).

- -Z_ W .- ,
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Greater hardness and lowei-ductility o ten occur in thick sections
Cf a casting, where incomplete curing in Lae tempering may take place,
even in cases when the thinner sections of the casting had ample time to
cool,

Measurements of hardness made on massive blades, from 15 to 200 mm
thick, have shown that, as a result of incomplete cooling in the process
of heat treatment of missive sections, their hardness after one drawing
at 670-700o, held for 30 hours, was as high as 300 HB, while the iiardness
in the thin sections, completely cooled in tempering, was no higher than
230 RB. This leads to the conclusion that one drawing is not sufficient
with existance of residual austenite at the end of heat treatment.

A second drawing substantially changes the level of mechanical prop-
erties. Hardness and strength indicators are considerably lowered. This
is explained by the fact that after a second drawing, the secondary mar-
tensite is transformed into sorbite and the sorbite formed in the process
of the first drawing is subjected to further coagulation.

In order to increase stability of mechanical properties in the heat
treatment of massive propellers, and especially of propeller blades for
icebreakers, the use of two drawings with simultaneous adherence to cool-
ing of massive portions of the casting to a temperature below 1000 is
recomended.

Hardness of castings should be checked along with testing of epecimen
plates, to maintain quality control through the heat treatment of the
product.

Eiistance of 255 Ht, or higher, hardness in lKhl4ND steel is a sure
indication of the fact that elongation, reducrtLon of section and impact
strength figures will be unsatisfactory; the required properties are firm-
ly assured at a hardness of 240 HB and lower (the best hardness range is
202-236 HB).

Castings made of OKhlZN3G4D2T steel are subject to austenization only
upon being cooled in air'from 1020-10600 temperature level. Massive cast-
ings should also undergo double austenization. Exposure at a temperature
1020-10600 should be 4-6 hours.

OKhl61N4D4T steel castings up to 200 m thick should undergo one tem-
pering from 1040-10700, followed by atmospheric cooling, and two drawing
cycles at a temperature 600-620°. Two temperings and two drawings are
recomended for castings over 200 mm thick.

Cooling of czstirngs afte. drir-L•g s~old Le dcze in air fc= all t._ree
of the ab,,re steel 4e.s :ic.s.

Removal of allowances and sprues is made with an oxyacetylene torch.
Before removal of the excess material, massive castings of IKhI4ND and
Ohl6N4D4T steels should be drawn at 700-7300, followed by cooling in a -
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furnace for removal of casting "tresses ar.n rawing of martensite. thus
reducing-the danger of cracking in the pro-..ss of cutting off exces.
metal.

The preliminaYy drawing is often omitted in the case of smaller cast-
ings and preparations limited to taking precautions normally reducing the
danger of cracking. To this end, the cutting is done indoors to protect
the casting from drafts. The cutting itself is performed rapidly, without
interruptions, so as to avoid repetitive heating and cooling of the work.

Welding of defects must as a rule be made prior to heat treating the
casting. Only correction of-minor defects is permitted after completion
of heat treatment. Should major defects appear and have to be repaired by
welding after the completion of a full cycle of heat treatment, the cast-
ing must undergo a repeat treatment consisting of tempering and annealing,
or only of annealing.

Welding of defects in IKhl4ND steel castings is made with SvOKhil4
electrodes complying with GOST 2246-54, their coating consisting of (parts
by weight):

"(OST 4 .. . . . .

Ferromanganesc Vx0 and -nl (OS9 . ...7.5.-.. . 2.5

Fluorspar (GOST 4421-48) ............ . .. . . 5.5

Ferrosilicon Si 75 (WOST 1415-4-9) .... ..... .. . 5.0

Ferrctitanit TiO and Ti I (GOST L761-57) ...... .. . 2.V

Bentonito (GOST 3226-49) o......... . . . . ...

Class A water glass; spe. gray. l.5h-l.:6 (Q;CST

Lacking SvOKhl 4 rod, SvlKhl3 COST 2246-54 rod may be used. This typx
of rod containing more carbon (up to 0.15%) than the l1hl4ND steel, and
less chrome (12.0-14.0%), which may lower the corrosional resistancc of
the welds. To improve the corrosional resistance of the weld metal, addi-
tional chroue, copper and nickel are added to the coating of the SVM1bl3
wire electrodes. Chrome is introduced in an amount which will produce a
content of at least 12% in the solid solution of the weld and copper and
nickel in amounts of not leas than 1.0% of each.

Defects in castings of Ohl7N3G4D2T and OKhl6N4D4T steels, found be-
fore heat treatment and afterwards, as well as minor defects in castings
of IKhIl4ND steel discovered after heat treatment, are welded with SvOKhl8N9
- GOST 2246-54 wire electrodes. The consistency of their coating is the
same as that of SVGThl4 electrodes.

SV . . =, • -
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF MECEASICAL FINISHING OF
STAINLESS STEEL PROPELLERS.

Mechanical finishing of stainless steel propellers (one-piece and
assembled), does not differ reterially 4-m similar operations on struc-
tural steel propellers, or an copper-b..se non-ferrous alloy ones, neither
in the character or the sequence of operations, nor in the type of machine
tools required.

H-wever, machinability of at inless steels is inferior to that of
other mentioned materials. This requires mdifications in cutting
schedules, design of cutting tools, •hoie of tool steels and hard alloys
for tools and a general -tiffening oa. th- lystem: lathe - fitting -- pro-
peller stock - cutting tool.

Infexior machinability of stainless steels (compared to structural,
low-alloy steels, carbon sto j and, especially, copper-based non-ferrous
alloys) is a conjequence of.. e following basic peculiarities of their
physical-mechanicil proper cieas;

1) low thermal conducti ity of austenitic steel, lowering heat disi-
patiov and thus causing ir :a.. verheating of both the part being cut and
the tool;

2) greater tendency of austenitic steel toward impact hardening,
leading to substantial toughening of the layer being cut and the formation
of a stepped cutting. Proneness to vibration during the cutting process;

3) greater friction at the point of-contact of the tool with the work,
due to the presence of hard carbides in the structure of some stainless
steels and greater adhesion to the metal of the cutting tool;

4) increase in toughness and hardness at raised temperatures;

5) higher rasistance to formation (at cutting temperatures) of oxide
film , which prevent binding between the work and the cutting tool at their
point c' contact.

Because ox the above characteristics of the material, machining of
stainless steel propellers calls for:

1) use of a tool with a cutting edge made of fast-cutting steel, or
or higher-strength hard alloys;

2) stiffening of the system, 1 the-fitting-propeller casting-tool
(rtinforcing of clamps for holding the work and the tool, increased
rigidity of the chucks and cutting tool holder, reduction in cutter sweep,
etc.);

3) greater cooling capacity for cooling the tool;

AV|
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4) better dressing of the tool's cut ng edge with total as .ncc
of flaws (denti, clogging, etc.), cutting ages for tools and milling
cutters for finishing stainless steel mu~t be giound to a sharp edge;

5) qvoidance of impact on the tcol in machining; very accurate
centering of multi-blade tools in the lathe.

There is a need for additional automation in a number of finishing
steps which are often accomplished manually in finishirg non-ferrous
alloy propellers.

The technique of finishing propellers mcic of non-fecrous alloys and
of structural steel, and the equipment and devices employed, is described
in sufficient detail in certain papers (for instance /10/), therefore
this chapter discusses only the results of research relating to the mach-
inability of stainless steels recommended for use in propellers and
clarifies certain features of finishing techniques. Considering the
limited amount of available data relating to production of stainless steel
propellers, the authors naturally do not lay claim to complete clarifica-
tion of all the problems involved.

Machinability of stainless steels used in propellers. As ment'oned
previously, thýee stainless steels f-e recom-nended for the Lasting of pro-
pellers - IKhI4ND, OKhl7N3G4D2T and OKhI6N4D4T. Relative machinabi'.ty ,f
these steels has been established (and, as a basic of comparison, that of
mark 30 carbon steel and of austenitic stainless steel designation lKh±8N9T),
These tests were made in the laboratory of the machine building t~chno':gi-
cal department of the M. I. Kalinin Leningrad Polytechnicai Institute (by
A. V. Schegolev, P. P. Zagretsky and V. A. Skragan). Cuttitag speed, per-
mitted by a tool of a given durability, and the effort exerted in the
process of cutting were tdetermined in the course of this stu,4 v.

1. Establishment of comparative irachinability of stainiess steels
through determination of allcwable cutting speed V6W. Allowable cutting
xpee4 for a given tool life ot 60 minutes (V6 0' was determined by facing
a number of disks (Dmax - 290-300; thickness H - 100-150 r-,) on a lathe.

The facing out wa-s made with through cutters made of mark P-1S rapid-
cutting steel, 20 x 30 = in cross-section. Ge-cetry of the cutters -Rs
controlled by table-mounted angle gages. Variations in the angle of cut
was within allcwable limits of (.t 1c). Befcre prcceedl=& v-th the tes _i,
t-e cutters were calibrated by the method of a ligtdina'n. cut run on a
lathe. Carbon steel stock mark 40 was used for this test anol was machined
at a cuzting spe-!d of 42 M?/min, a feed of 0.3 lm/rev., depZh of cut 2 m
and a total run of 400 M. We4r on the leaoing edge of the cutter was de-
termined upon the completion of machining with the aid of a microscope.
This calibration shaved that all the cutters selected had virtually the
same am'unt of wear, substantiating their ibentical cutt!.ng capacity.
Hardness of tnt heat treated cutters was within the limits Re - 62-64.
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Machining of the test disks was done on a su'rfacing lathe with a
stepless rotary speed control ranging from 23 to 400 rpm. The rotary
speed was selected so that in all experiments blunting of the putter would
taka place during the first pass under the condition

Rn -= 2 R0

Where R. - radius of blunting, im ; Ro - radius of cut hole, mm.

The diameter of blunting w' measured with a sliding caliper with an
accuracy of 0.05 mm. \

In carrying out the first tests it was determined that the commonly
accepted indication of the cutter's blunting - appearance of a bright
streak on thi machined surface - was useless in the case of stainless
steels due to difficulty of determining the moment when such a streak first
appears. Therefore, the external appearance of the cuttings was chosen as
an indicator of cutter blunting.

In observing the machining of stainless steel disks, it was determined
from the wear on the cutter and appearance of the chip that the instance of
destruction of the cutting edge of the tool was marked by formation of a
divided (bifurcated) chip with a typical black streak on the undercut side.
Transition from a coiling to a bifurcated cutting occurs during a fraction
of a second, followed by a catastrophic wearing out of the tool. During
the machining of the carbon steel disks, the most visible indication of
blunting was the color *of the cutting. At the moment of destruction of the
cutting edge of the tool, the cutting turned blue (iridescent) in addition
to. the appearance of the bright streak.

From test data for each type of steel, graphs were drawn on logarithmic
scale, with the number of revolutions of the disks per minute (m) plotted
on the ordina.e and the radius of blunting Rn in mm for a given pass along
the abscissal axis.

Angles ,_< (inclinations of the functional lines with respect to the
abscissal anis) were determined from the graphs and then from the expies-
sion mo = tg-,< + I was determined the quantity me, inverse of the

tgo< I-

rolati.vo duraboility lnd5 n" " "`"v

=-- V in

wh.ero

V - cuttin- oscod;

C; - constant coef±'cicnt;

T- time for co=,lete. blunting c, 'X. cut-tcr, min.;

- relative ýurs.ility indzx.
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The constant coc:.lcic:-t C iW. cc:•:_inc frc, the Zorla

0 : - .-">-"7
- 'i 2"--

whora
Vi cutting speed cr,ýr-s.pondin:- tc he in.start o0- lnn.
n

of ÷:,- cuter :: / -ir. ;

Rn - blun-ing radius, : ;

S - food, ==/rev.;

n - r.p.m.

After determining the above values for each steel, permissible cultin,
speed for a given tool life of 60 min (V60 ). Then by dividing the permis-
sible speed V6 0 of each one of the stainless steels investigated by the

permissible speed V6 0 of mark 30 carbon steel, the coefficient of machina-

bility Kv, of stainless steels was determined.

Table 48 lists the results of determination of permissible cutting

speeds for a given 60 min. tool life, and also the coefficient.of compara-

tive machinability K v of stainless steels.

- "..... ic 4a .

?orm: sib!c cutting " .o . . . - at a givon

.tocl lifo of 60 .. ..

f ff Cr, i cnt cutýtin 1.17S Pa eQ;C •h ah i y
C 0 ýisignatlon coc. .. a i-: , ;"

, v,

Cb. stool 50 . * . 1.2, .02 67 1.0

*l1-3 . .... .. ,.2p 6,.5 43 0.6

S"4

* t .; . I *

c:~hi8NXgDT *... . . .I !.7.5 - 22•8 -. 05

- ._____________________________,_____________2____
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Of all stainless steels investigated, stainless steel mark lKhl4ND
has the best machinability (for turning on a lathe).

2." Investigation of comparative machinability of stainless, steels
through determination of cutting force. The vertical component of the
cutting force is a criterion of machinability characterizing the energy
output and the forces acting on the work, tool ald lathe. For steels of
the same type, the cutting force depends principally on the ultimate ten-
sile strength and the hardness. Increase in the values of the above
properties causes an increase in the cutting force. In machining stain-
less steels, an important effect of the cutting force may also be produced
by secondary hardness resulting from the cold hardening of the surface
layer of the metal being machined. .

Cutters used in facing tests were also used in measuring cutting
forces. Rings made of steels being tested were secured to the chuck and
machined.

Comparative machinability of s~tain s zt;co on the basi. oz Of .
Srequi~red c utt '- I zi ce;

Cutting Z C. 0 0ofZ-ci1nC

Steel Designation :crce o....,--

1,.Irk 30 carbon stc0 j o- 1.0

F '4ND ....... 2 62 152

Ohi6N4D4T . . . . • 196 177.5 . 1.15

1 .Žhl"59TD. . . . .. .. 16 117

n The proportional force aas coputed from

S,:p .2

S• ..... •.• * te el, y

in wh ic1h yp;;, 0.75 and x. s fr-x•"••=08)

Th a coafficient of Machinability Xp ;Laas CO=pUted f'ro= fo0rmula

_.o st. st eel).

P ~C ?z (of L:_-rk '30 s tc el )

Data presented in table 49 show-s:i a rclativly aIi in

c, ut'in force between carbon .,vd tcclc.

7 REMO"
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The vertical cutting force was measured with a three-component, auto-
matically recording lathe dynamometer. 141aasurement of cutting force Pz
was in accordance with the following regimes: cutting speed V - 20 M/min;
depth of cut t s 3 =m; feeds S:0.15; 0.3; 0.58 mm/rev.

Table 49 lists the determined cutting forces Pz, proportional cutting
forces Cpz and the coefficients of machinability Kp for the investigating
steels (at a feed of 0.3 mm/rev).

3. Determination of comparative machinability of stainless steels in
* milling. This investigation was made with lKhl8N9T and OKhl7N3G4D2T steels.

Ingots measuring 100 x 100 x 300 mm were subjected to this type of machin-
ing. The work was done on a vertical milling machine with a facing miller
of 250 mm diameter, with one or two cutters. The milling cutters were made
of high-seed steel. Special precautions were taken to insure precision of
installation when two cutters were used; the allowable play could not ex-
ceed 0.05 mm.

These tests showed that in milling, OKhI7N3G4D2T steel is easier to
machine than lKhl8N9T steel; this is expressed in terms of an approximately
367. higher durability of the cutting tool.

Features of the technical process of machining propellers made of
stainless steel. Table 50 enumerates the basic operations of machining a
one-piece stainless steel propeller (based on experience of a plant special-
izing in the manufacture of propellers made of various materials); and
lists the basic instructions covering the machines and tools involved.

Tho Basic oterati'ýons in =ahn- szainless stCel ~o~r___

* Name o6' combinedI : I
P mac~hining i Machine Type Cuttr...g• Tool r' ,-

No operat ions

1 Remove excess Vertical- ---- ,,n• and 'To eliminate vibration
boring and 1cutof cutt'rs :and exeassive ... ar on

turning. 3 with VZ.8 hard icutter-, rigidity of

,alloy blades. lCuttce- n.11er' ari o:

nholder in carriadgOS. , .u ~ t b e i n c r e -, d . '

2 Prill and bore cLa Turning and . r ! s 1, i e
cone-shaped hole vertical booing ... 'o elii Tote displ-c'-in hub. 'Face hub. !ahW -tuh.. .. I~•o..e .. ..

hub.Facehub latoc.uwTtcrs =ih!cnt of' Gutter in 1borin.
a... alloy, conc-shapad openint-.

Si . la,ýes. ,ooring .. c••.
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INO. Machinn Iaclhinc Ty e '

)Eli c~tor SpcalzJ by
(edgesl of the Duplicatc- wihVXZ tl:d IC;cca C h X LI a c;%,r

blades. -r-illinix, or. lalloy bladas. L.% Ce.ze

hydraulic cu- n Zh,

1(if fr~;-n-,
Iavailablo). ..Gt be:al~r~

4 killing surfaces IElectro, or *a. C2ove. (1ro4 gy ce d

of blades. hydro dupli- .. .I tlc u_-_ of &c*, ca tna

cate milling!.Un

I ad Q surfac.Z2, w

rently.

5 :Xillin, fillets at~ Electo -,- As a'-- 0V 0
Itransil, on points.1 plicat-e ~:--4
I blade to hub, and ng
iof-hub outside

* 6Cutting keyway =11l prc:),ý!- E a s~ c.-nd Because 4. ZC.,-
,grooves, in hub. lr.-boc-~ 2 l~ cz:~

nv .Uts ct e,.3S quate 1-j'vidity Of C-1.
*Large one-s -and carrier Of zu -~*

special por- maclhina, t-cir Is ze
table L-i~lin., rec o=-nded.

* machines.

7 .anuai f inish C Ch is. SIs, Ufuraxit C=-ywhe
i(::a.hinist s)riTh must beo cta 2 1

dcressing, buf- ~fl
ft'x olish. .S.-

a The list of Operations Goes not Thcluc nyotftthup and
.[tic and dynamic balwicing, since they i:- no way dif~ler frc- o-ra
'tions involved in product'ion of pro-.tlers cf o-t'.- mrtrIIs

".-.Tis zreans Increaasing in r___it or 11;:~ ir dc 4-n, oa:

wit'n t.*-.at eMployed in machinir.g bra cs prclra.
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For mechanical finishing of stai"Iess steel propellers, use of
belt-type buffing machines is highly recon.ended. This equipment can
be used for finishing blade surfaces after milling (for removal of
ridges) as well; as on the rough surfaces of blades for removal of cast-
ing scale and other roughness present on cast surfaces. Their cost and
operating expense are low; the machines operate without the use of
master forms (belt position is governed by the shape of the castings).
Belt-type buffing machines are widely used in finishing the blades of
gas and steam turbines made of stainless and heat-resistant steels.

Tables 51 and 52 present data pertaining to machining schedules
used in finishing an experimental propeller of the highest class, cast
of austeno-ferritic steel.

T~able J1.

Cutting schedulis used in machin.i:"r. azzt oo-'erritic areel propcller.

Cutting Sc....du2'Name of OperationT o .
______,____/_ ___in__1 Sz/ t, z=

Removal of excess Cut-off I" -Ii -.. "

Facing hub (forward). Facing toco *:i', 40 0.26
VZ[8 "'-, I •

Boring recc_ in hub. As a CwV. 25 C.2e 0

13oring cone-shaped hole: Cutter cn b..•ck, .8 21 ;.26 0. C-'.rouvh. hub, to size. carrier, VL8 oia,

F h Faciný tool :th a 25.2-47 0.25-0.5 C.5-5.C3

ITurning hub for threa- As above. 54-45 0.2 -0.5 C.5-.
a ing.

iCutting thread inside Thrcad Iut zt: .. 1 4.c 0.1
I hub. E

I ' 4

~L L -,. $ t ~ a

"7"
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Schedules used in millinrg -C t" -c orl ro-o'z..

Name of oper-tionj
~~~~~~~~als .. .ior' ,./•o : :V .. :.;

;%:illing of leading and S:;u'.3 "'+ • 5 - 5 0.5 5
trrailing blade surfaces cut•,;" , .
(Cn "hydro-du!!icat ing ladu.zmachino .I't

i..n- exterior sur- 6=,:a -.illiS 6 -20 0.25 31
faces of hub and t*'e 1ut6cr.
fillct- at point of
trarzition from hub to

blade. (On electric
duplicatini machine). -

From data supplied by A. Sh. Shifrine /20/, tables 53 and 54 present
a list of tool material designations for blades of cutters and milling
cutters, and cutting schedules for chromous stainless steels of martensitic
type and chrome-nickel austenitic stainless steels. In using this data for
finishing propellers of lKhl4ND, OKhl7N3G4D2T and'OKhl6N4D4T stainless
steels, consideration should be given to the relative machinability of
these steels compared with that of IKhlSN9T-type steel (see tabla 48).

Table 55 presents data relating to cutting schedules and material for
the cutting t;ools based on expe-ience with machining of OKhl7N3G4D2T
austeno-ferritic steel parts.

Schedules for machining of stainlcs; •tc•!; a=d =aterial oF' cu+ttc. uzod.

Stainless steel Type of CuCtor S.dutc S d .

Designation Turning. ,

Chroious (:.:ar- On crust I . .. z-.;"- .'• . "
teen3 it) n"'.LrQ C.1-o.5 To 5

SCroee-nicke.l On crust V.-, VX'S 75-90 0.I1-C.7
eaustenitic. Finishing - 0.2-0 . -.

_____________________.1 _________ - ___________________________________-

%1

;. .... . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . -
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Stainl Blade Type a

IVX8 Roughaiz-.;--'.-.6-o

Fini sh- :'-ci 4w65 220 .!

Z~h15- P9 kc n - ~O.2! 72 5-

P9 Cylindrical I175 C-12~ 722 5522

P18 Disk type j5~ l 1CO

Pi 06i2

1P18,P9 P~rof'ile ~-C il6

"1Ehl:9T PIS Faci-;nz Z5' i32~- 57 7

P9 Cylindrical. CI 1.-0. 2 2- -

CUtltingv S-chadules and Tools f'or ýini ' Kh!7` C4=2 ~~:t~

If Titlhe 061 =achine I Cuttin' Scrhedý.-es
operation IType of' cutti~nZ tcol

V,!,./=ý

1 %einoval of' excess Cut~ters vith- ~l Cs 9.42 C
VbT1'ýO and T.5XI0 J-loyz;

R~ough. turning Cuttors with 145Xý6 ý;,loy~l 252 40 i .- C
blades.

Same but o-' VIK3 22

F4-nhi hng z Cutters w'i't 6 alloy ,40 0 .51.c 0.15f-

±1X bal~ybades. -

I Zbrins Drill, ra.pd-cittin-j 5.1 C

I Nac h ning on Zrooving! Roug'h £t:ripp.nct.: *

Fiihcuttrs-.-".8 stý:cl

5A-
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CHAPTEA VII

QUALITATIVE REQUIREHENTS APPLICABLE TO THE PRODUCTION OF
STAINLESS STEEL PROPELLERS.

"Table 47 furnished the chemical composition and mechanical property
standards of stainlesi steels used in casting propellers. The following
data relates to fundamental qualitative requirements for finished stain-

less steel propellers according to GOST 8054-59, covering standards for
surface finishes and dimension and shape tolerances.

Required surface finishes of blades and hubs. Table 56 presents the
standards relating to surface finish of blades and hubs of machined pro-
pellers, according to GOST 8054-59.

These requirements do not apply to casting defects remaining after
machining, accepted under the terms of contract specifications.

Table 57 lists criteria of acceptance of casting defects on finished
propeller surfaces.

Tolera-ices in dimensions and parameters. These tolerances for pro-
pellers, according to GOST 8054-59, are givea in table 58.

According to the above specification, measuremcets of propeller pitch

and of blade thickness Lwst be checked at not less than 5 radiuses (0.3R;
0.5R; 0.MR; 0.8R; and 0.95R), indicated on the drawings and at not less
than 3 points at each section outside the area of the edges. According to
specifications, the pitch of stainless steel propellers of the highest
class must be checked at each section shown on the drawings (outside the
area of the edges).

Checks of blade thicknesses must be made at the same locations as
the checks for pitch accuracy.

Length of sections must be measured on the same radii that are used
in checking pitch and thickness. By agreement with customer, an increased
deviation in pitch is permitted if it is caused by a corresponding change
in propeller diameter.

Tolerance in pitch, thickness and length of blade sections on inner
radii up to 0.4R inclusive may be 50% greater than those given-in table 58.

Requirements related to local pitch do not cover propellers with a
pitch of 1M and less, nor do they apply to sections of propellers with a

pitch. in excess of 1 M, limited by a central angle of 250 and less.
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with the customer, it is permissible :o rnachin- the cone-sLaped opening
in the hub to fit the cone on the shaft. Ly similar agreement, it is
also permissible to machine the conical ope:iing and recessed keyways
with allowances for the final fit-up.

Static and dynamic balancing; marking, packing and shipment of pro-
pellers. Static balancing of propellers must be carried out in accord-
ance with a prescribed sequence. Dynamic balancing is done in accord-
ance with the special instructions set forth in -he technical contract
specifications. In the matter of regulations for static and dynamic
balancing, marking, packing and shipping, stainless steel propellers ar!
treated in the same manner as those made of other materials.

The aboae operations axe regulated by che general rules of GOST
8054-59, or by individual controct spe-ifications.

- - -


